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An Evaluation of the
Punch Card Method of Estimating

Salmon-Steel head Sport Catch
RONALD H. HICKS and LYLE D. CALVIN

1. INTRODUCTION

A primary objective of the management practices of the Oregon
State Game Commission is to maximize and sustain the annual catch
of salmon and steelhead by sportsmen fishing in Oregon. In 1960, this
annual catch amounted to an estimated 146,000 salmon and 80,000
steelhead harvested by 172,000 anglers fishing on the ocean and on
some 75 rivers throughout the state. Although both species of fish are
caught throughout the year, the major harvest of steelhead occurs
during November, December, and January, while salmon are caught
at an increasing rate from April through September.

Presently, estimates of annual harvest are based on catch infor-
mation derived under a "report card" system which requires each
angler fishing for salmon or steelhead in Oregon to obtain a punch
card in addition to an Oregon fishing license. This punch card, shown
in Figure 1 for 1964, permits fishing for both species of fish during
the time for which the fishing license is valid. Upon catching a salmon
or a steelhead, the angler is required to immediately remove a punch
from the card and to record in the space provided the date, river, and
type of fish caught. It is stated on the punch card that each angler
must submit his card at the end of the year to the Oregon State Game
Commission in Portland, Oregon, to facilitate the management prac-
tices of the commission. Unfortunately, response is not complete, and
only about 30% of the annual salmon-steelhead fishing population
comply by submitting their cards.

'Since 1953, annual estimates of salmon-steelhead sport catch in
Oregon have been derived by means of the "report card" system de-
scribed above. Similar systems have been employed in the State of
Washington since 1947 and in Idaho since 1962. Although subsequent
estimates have been made principally from sample surveys conducted
by mail, Michigan game kill estimates were also derived from a "re-
port card" system prior to 1952. Response in these several states has
been similar to the response noted in Oregon, and the accuracy of
computed harvest estimates from these report card systems have all
suffered from the effects of nonresponse. That is, the harvest charac-
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Figure 1. State of Oregon salmon-steelhead punch card, side 1.



NON-TRANSFERABLE

FEE CHECK ONE

FISHED BUT DID NOT CATCH
SALMON OR STEELHEAD-
DID NOT FISH FOR SALMON
OR STEELHEAD

Catch shall not exceed two per day or four in any seven
consecutive days. See synopsis for exceptions.

1. All Anglers fishing for salmon or steelhead 20
inches and over in length during 1964 season must
have in their possession a Salmon-Steelhead Punch
Card.

2. Upon catching a fish as specified above, the
licensee shall immediately completely remove a
punch from his card and in addition shall record
in space provided on face of the card, the date,
river and type of fish.

3. This license must be returned to Game Com-
mission, P. O. Box 3503, Portland, Oregon before
July 1, 1965.

The Annual Bag Limit for Salmon and Steelhead,
20 inches and over in length, is 20 Salmon and 20
Steelhead.

The purpose of this license and punch card is to furnish
the Game Commission with a measure of the catch, including
the ocean take, and to determine the rivers which receive the
greatest fishing load. Management practices aimed at the
continued use of the resource and its preservation will result
from the conscientious use of this card by each angler.

Steelhead are distinguishable from salmon by the number
of rays in the anal fin just back of the vent. The steelhead
has 12 or less and the salmon has more than 12.

® Barman Tax & label Co. PaUaffi, Or..

Figure 2. State of Oregon salmon-steelhead punch card, side 2.



multiplying this figure by the number of anglers who obtained punch
cards during the year. Estimates of total catch by month and river
have been made in like fashion by dividing the appropriate reported
catch by the proportion of punch cards purchased that are returned.
This procedure requires assumptions (2) and (3) above. Of course,
the accuracy of all estimates will have been impaired if assumptions

teristics of those sportsmen who do not respond have not always been
the same as the harvest characteristics of those who do respond. Since
assessment of the management practices of the Oregon State Game
Commission is dependent upon an accurate determination of annual
harvest, there is considerable interest in the effects of nonresponse
on the annual estimate of salmon-steelhead sport catch in Oregon.

Estimates of total catch and estimates of catch by river and fish-
ing month are computed annually from salmon-steelhead punch cards
returned to the Game Commission. The tables in Appendix A show
some of these estimates for 1961. To make these estimates and to ob-
tain measures of their precision, certain assumptions have been made
about punch card data and about the catch characteristics of anglers
not returning cards. The five primary assumptions are the following:

(1) The average catch per angler not returning a punch card
is the same as the average catch per angler returning a card.

(2) For salmon and steelhead rivers in Oregon, the average
catch on a given river per angler not returning a punch card

is the same as the average catch on that river per angler re-
turning a card.

(3) For each fishing month during the year, the average catch
per angler not returning a punch card is the same as the
average catch per angler returning a card.

(4) Anglers accurately report on their punch cards the month
and river of catch.

(5) Anglers report their total catch.
Assumption (1) is made in estimating the average catch per an-

gler for the year and in estimating the total number of fish caught.
In the past, this average catch per angler has been computed by divid-
ing the total catch reported on punch cards by the number of anglers
returning cards. This figure has then been reported as an estimate of
the catch per angler for the entire salmon-steelhead fishing population.
An estimate of the total catch of the population has been made by

(4) and (5) are not valid. Since it is becoming increasingly important
to have catch estimates calculated more precisely and without bias, it
is important that the validity of these assumptions be established or
that the extent of the bias be evaluated.



This report concerns an investigation of these assumptions and
of the present procedures for estimating salmon-steelhead sport catch
in Oregon. During 1961, data for this investigation were obtained by
means of a sample survey of some 13,000 Oregon anglers. The sur-
vey was conducted principally by means of double return postcard
questionnaires which requested one month's fishing information from
each sampled angler. By comparing catch rates derived from ques-
tionnaire data for anglers returning and for anglers not returning
punch cards and by comparing catch rates derived from punch card
data with catch rates derived from survey questionnaire data, it was
possible to study the assumptions above and to develop new estimating
procedures which will yield better estimates of salmon-steelhead sport
catch in the future

2. SAMPLING PROCEDURE

One purpose of the survey during 1961 was to provide data for
estimating the catch rates of two subpopulations, anglers returning
punch cards and anglers not returning punch cards, which comprise
the total annual salmon-steelhead fishing population. At this point, i
is convenient to be concerned only with this total population of salmon-
steelhead anglers and to distinguish them as sportsmen under classi-
fications (1) and (2) in the following breakdown of licensed Oregon
sportsmen:

(1) Anglers who obtain punch cards at the same time they pur-
chase their fishing licenses.

(2) Anglers who obtain punch cards at some time after the time
of the license purchase.

(3) Sportsmen who do not fish for salmon or steelhead.

Sportsmen classified above purchase licenses annually from
agents (primarily merchants) throughout the state of Oregon. At the
end of each month, carbon copies of licenses sold during the month
are collected at the game commission offices in Portland. It was the
1961 collection of license carbon copies which constituted the survey
sampling frame. The sampling unit chosen was an angler month. It
was felt that this sampling unit and the resulting employment of sur-
vey questionnaires requesting only one month's fishing information
would reduce angler memory bias since questionnaires could generally
be issued within a month after the close of the month for which in-
formation was requested.

At the end of each month during 1961 and from those license
carbon copies collected during the month, a sample was taken by se-
lecting every kth license in the order of counting. As a kth license
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was counted, it was examined to determine whether a punch card had
been purchased with the license as evidenced by the presence of a
punch card number in the "fish" space on the license. If the license
did not have a punch card number recorded, it was not admitted to
the sample, and the next license in order was examined until one with
a punch card number was found. Such a license was called a "valid
license" and was admitted to the sample. Counting for succeeding
licenses began at the last kth license counted and not from the valid
one, and if no valid license was found in the interval between kth li-
censes, counting continued as though the k licenses in the interval
were missing. Thus, anglers who had not obtained punch cards at the
same time they purchased their licenses were not admitted to the
sample. Principally, these anglers were not admitted because their
punch card purchase records were not available in most cases until
after the close of the year. To sample these anglers would have re-
quired considerable money and effort in comparison to the relatively
simple procedure described above. In addition, such sampled anglers
would have been required to exhibit quite facile memories to report
accurately their fishing activities after elapsed times as long as 12
months. Under the assumption that the catch characteristics of an-
glers not purchasing license and punch card simultaneously are the
same as those of the sampled anglers, there is a basis for extending
inference over the entire salmon-steelhead fishing population.

During the sampling, the order in which licenses were counted
and selected was the order in which they were encountered, and no
effort had been made, prior to sampling, to put them in any particular
order. With respect to the number of fish caught by each angler, it
was assumed that the license carbon copies were in random order.
The sampling rates varied from month to month, and the respective
k values are indicated in Table 1.

Month Month k Month

January 10 May 40 September 40
February 10 June 40 October 100

March 10 July 40 November 100

April 20 August 40 December 400

Determination of these k values was made in part from the li-
cense and punch card purchase records for 1960 by estimating the
number of salmon-steelhead anglers eligible to fish during each month



of 1961. The k values were then chosen to allocate over fishing months
a total sample of 20,000 anglers subject to the following three condi-
tions : (1) The sample would be allocated among fishing months in
proportion to the number of anglers eligible to fish for salmon and
steelhead during each month. This allocation corresponds to that
which would result from a simple random sampling of the primary
sampling unit, an angler-fishing month. (2) That portion of the allo-
cated sample corresponding to anglers who purchased licenses in a
given month would all be selected at the end of that month. This con-
dition made it possible to proceed continuously and with a minimum
of effort through the collection of license carbon copies as it grew
each month. (3) Final sampling rates would allow for the fact that
the frame did not consist entirely of "valid" licenses. Unfortunately,
the estimated number of anglers eligible to fish for salmon and steel-
head during each month of 1961 included anglers who had not pur-
chased punch cards at the same time they had obtained their licenses.
That is, sample size was apportioned on the basis of 1960 purchases,
for which no figures were available on the number of anglers pur-
chasing tags independently of licenses. Since these anglers were not
admitted to the monthly samples, the proportionality specified in (1)
above was disturbed, and the final sample size was 15,875.

For each sampled angler, the following information was recorded
on an IBM card:

Initials and last name of angler (Mrs. after name when appro-
priate and ascertained)

Street address, city, and state
Type of license held by angler (OSGC Code)
Month of license purchase
Punch card number

These cards' were used initially to produce listings to facilitate
tallying survey questionnaire returns and to address gummed labels
which were affixed to questionnaires for mailing. Later, by means of
identification numbers punched in these cards and stamped on survey
questionnaires, cards were collated with survey returns so that a pur-
chase month, a questionnaire month or fishing month, and a license
type could be associated with each item of survey data. The types of
licenses purchased by anglers fishing in Oregon are listed in Table 2.

To illustrate the remaining features of the sampling process,
consider the sample taken after the end of June of salmon-steelhead
anglers who purchased licenses during June. This sample was ran-

' Sampling of license carbon copies and punching of the above mentioned
IBM cards were carried out by the Game Commission in Portland.



Table 2. ANGLING LICENSES ISSUED BY THE OREGON STATE GAME
COMMISSION (OSGC)

OSGC code Type of license Period of license

01 Resident Combination Purchase date to end of year

02* Life Free Veteran Comb. Purchase (late to end of year
04 Resident Angler Purchase (late to end of year
05 Juvenile Angler Purchase date to end of year

06 Non-Resident Angler Purchase (late to end of year
07 Five-Day Vacation Angler Five (lays indicated on license
46 Daily Angler One (lay indicated on license
12 Pioneer Combination Purchase (late to end of year
13 Pioneer Angler Purchase (late to end of year
35 Veteran Combination Purchase (late to end of year
36 Veteran Angler Purchase (late to end of year

38 Old Age Combination Purchase (late to end of year
39 Old Age Angler Purchase (late to end of year
°1 Because of the very small number of type 02 licenses issued in 1961, this classification

of anglers is not included in this study

dolnly divided into seven subsamples of equal size, one for June and
six for the remaining fishing months (luring the year. To members
of the first subsample, questionnaires requesting information about
fishing activity (luring June were mailed as soon as possible after the
sample was drawn. Questionnaires were mailed shortly after the close
of July to members of the second subsample requesting information
about fishing success (luring July, and the rest of the subsamples were
dealt with in like fashion (luring the remaining months of the year.
Each of the 12 monthly samples was processed in this manner. That
is, each sample was evenly divided into a number of subsamples, de-
pending upon the number of fishing months left in the year, and ques-
tionnaires were mailed to the members of these subsamples for a
month's information at the appropriate time of the year. Early in
July for instance, questionnaires concerning fishing success during
June were mailed to members of subsamples from each of the monthly
samples of anglers purchasing licenses from January through June.

There was an exception to the subsampling process for two
groups of anglers, the Five-Day Vacation Anglers (OSGC code 07)
and the Daily Anglers (OSGC code 46). These anglers are eligible
to fish during the purchase month for a limited period only, for five
days in the first case and for a single clay in the latter case. Therefore,
sampled anglers of these two types were not included in the sub-
sampling process but immediately received questionnaires concern-
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ing their fishing success during the month of license purchase. Conse-
quently, the effective sampling rate was greater for these two groups
of anglers than for other anglers.

Additional attempts were made to elicit information from sam-
pled anglers not returning initial questionnaires. Anglers not respond-
ing to the initial questionnaire within a 14-day period were mailed
first reminder questionnaire. After an additional 14-day period, secon
reminder questionnaires were mailed to each of those anglers who had
not responded to either the initial or first reminder questionnaires.
During the months of July through October, additional attempts were
made to contact anglers not responding to any of the postcard ques-
tionnaires. The first attempt was made by telephone,' and those an-
glers who were contacted gave their reports over the telephone. The
second attempt employed personal interviews' conducted with those
anglers in Oregon who could be located.

Examples of the double return postcard questionnaires are shown
in Figures 3 through 7. One-half of the double postcard consisted of
the questionnaire proper on one side with the other side containing a
return address under a postal permit. The other half was a postcard
with a short introductory note on one side and metered first class
postage together with the name and address of the angler on the other
side. For mailing, the double postcard was folded at a perforation so
that the questionnaire and the introductory note faced each other, and
the free ends were closed with a small piece of tape. Upon receipt of
this double postcard, an angler had only to separate the two cards, fill
in the questionnaire, and mail the completed questionnaire postcard.
Printing on the initial, first reminder, and second reminder double
postcards was done in black, green, and orange, respectively.
The reminder questionnaires were identical in form to the initial ques-
tionnaire except for the introductory notes which were worded appro-
priately.

Operationally, a gummed label printed with the name and address
of a sample angler was affixed to each double return postcard. Each
postcard was stamped with an identification number identical to one
punched in the associated IBM card and then mailed. Upon receipt of
a return questionnaire, the date was tallied, and by comparison with
the identification number, the associated IBM card was set aside, so
that 14 days after issuing the initial questionnaire, the remaining cards
could be used to address labels for the first reminder questionnaires.

2 Telephone interviews were conducted by the firm of Clark, Bardsley, and
Haslacher, Portland, Oregon.

' Personal interviews were conducted by agents of the Game Commission

11



Tue. 11

Sat. 15

a

Salmon-Steelhead Survey

Did you fish for salmon or steelhead during July 1961? Yes No
If yes, please fill in the information below for days fished.

July

Sat. I

Sun. 2

Mon. 3

Tue. 4

Wed. 5

Thu. 6

Fri. 7

Sat. 8

Sun. 9

Mon. 10

Wed. 12

Thu. 13

Fri. 14

If you were fishing . . . Check (V) If you caught fish,
Check (V) if you how many . . .

days . . . on a river, . . . on the ocean, caught
fished which river? near which river? fish Salmon Steelhead

Sun. 16

Mon. 17

Tue. 18

Wed. 19

Thu. 20

Fri. 21

Sat. 22

Sun. 23

Mon. 24

Tue. 25

Wed. 26

Thu. 27

Fri. 28

Sat. 29

Sun. 30

Mon. 31

Please detach and mail TODAY. THANK YOU

Figure 3. Double return postcard questionnaire, side 1.
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FIRST CLASS
PERMIT NO. 182

CORVALLIS, OREGON

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No postage necessary if mailed in United States

Statistical Service

240 Extension Hall

Oregon State Unive
Corvallis, Oregon

F
igure 4.

D
ouble return postcard questionnaire, side 2.
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Mr. Oregon Angler:
You have been selected as a representative angler to help us

obtain an accurate appraisal of the 1961 salmon-steel head catch.
Your experiences added to those of many others will give us very
important information necessary for the best use and preservation of
fish in future years.

Please note that this survey covers only one month. If you did
not fish for salmon or steelhead during the month, answer only the
first question before returning the card.

Please fill out the attached card and mail today. No stamp is re-
quired. Many thanks.

STATISTICAL SERVICE
Oregon State University

in cooperation with
Oregon State Game Commission

Figure 5. Double return postcard questionnaire, side 3.

From: Statistical Service
240 Extension Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon

J. E. DOE
15506 SE MAIN
PORTLAND, ORE.

Figure 6. Double return postcard questionnaire, side 4.

027632
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FIRST REMINDER
A few days ago we asked you to help us by supplying certain information

about your recent fishing experiences. The information you mail us, added to
that of many others, is important for the best management of salmon and steel-
head runs in future years.

Since we haven't heard from you, we would appreciate it if you would fill
out the attached card and mail it today. This information is needed even though
you may not have fished for salmon or steelhead during the past month.
Many thanks.

STATISTICAL SERVICE
Oregon State University

in cooperation with
Oregon State Game Commission

SECOND REMINDER
Some time ago we asked you to help by supplying certain information re-

garding your recent angling for salmon or steelhead. The information that you
can give is very important to us, so we are sending another card in case the
others have been lost or mislaid.

Fishing information is requested for only one month. If you did not fish
for salmon or steelhead during the month, please check only the first question
on the card and send it in If you did fish for salmon or steelhead during the
month, please fill in the card carefully and mail it to us right away. Thank you.

STATISTICAL SERVICE
Oregon State University

in cooperation with
Oregon State Game Commission

Figure 7. Texts of reminder questionnaires.

This process continued with the issuing of questionnaires at each stage
of mailing, facilitated by the use of IBM punch cards and mechanized
addressing.

Subsequently, the IBM cards were collated by means of the iden-
tification number, with data cards punched from returned question-
naires, so that a fishing month (questionnaire month), a license type,
and a month of license purchase could be associated with each item
of questionnaire information. Section 4 relates the use of fishing
month, angler type, and purchase month as bases for stratification in
the methods of analysis.

15



3. SAMPLING RESPONSE

During 1961, 201,016 salmon-steelhead punch cards were pur-
chased in Oregon. Of these, only 141,603 (about 70%) were ob-
tained at the time of license purchase. Sampling from these 141,603
under the procedure discussed in section 2 resulted in a total survey
sample of 15,875 anglers.

To complete the mail portion of the survey, 29,232 postcard ques-
tionnaires were used; 15,875 were initial questionnaires, 8,525 were
first reminders, and 4,832 were second reminder questionnaires. For
the questionnaire months of July through October, 579 telephone in-
terviews and 355 personal interviews were completed. Including the
completed telephone and personal interviews, response was obtained
from 13,655 anglers (86% of the 15,875 sampled). Data reported on
22 questionnaires were too ambiguous to be used, and clerical errors
prior to mailing invalidated 201 other questionnaire returns. Returns
from the remaining 13,332 anglers were used for the analyses in the
following sections.

In Table 3, cumulative percentage returns are given for the year
by questionnaire month (month for which questionnaire requested
fishing information). The two reminder mailings, although sep-
arately less efficient than the initial mailing, were quite effective in
raising the initial response. These two reminder mailings together
were about 60% effective and, combined with a 47% return on the
initial mailings, effected response from 80% of the sampled anglers.
The relatively costly telephone and personal interviewing procedures
yielded between 30 and 40°/c return. By employing these interviewing
procedures for the questionnaire months of July through October,
an overall response of 86% was achieved.

Table 4 indicates effective sampling rates by purchase month for
several angler types. The average effective sampling rate was about
1.3%. The rates for Daily and Five-Day Vacation anglers (OSGC
codes 46 and 07) were somewhat greater than the average while the
rates for Pioneer, Veteran, and Old Age anglers (OSGC codes 12-
39) were smaller than average. As mentioned in section 2, it was ex-
pected that the rates for Daily and Five-Day Vacation anglers would
be greater than average because these anglers were not subjected to
the subsampling process performed for all other angler types. How-
ever, the relatively small effective sampling rates for Pioneer, Vet-
ran, and Old Age anglers were unexpected. It was determined sub-
sequent to completion of sampling that a portion of the 1961 Pioneer
and Veteran anglers purchasing licenses and punch cards during Jan-
uary had not been sampled. From Table 5 in section 5, it was de-
ermined that 81.917c of the total 1961 Pioneer and Veteran angler-

16
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Table 3 QUESTIONNAIRE CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE RETURNS

Questionnaire
month

Initial
questionnaires

mailed

No.

Response at
mailing date of
first reminder

%

Response after
second

reminder

%

Response after
telephone
interview

Response after
personal

interviews
Total

response

No.

Questionnaires
used for

computations

No.
January 406 57.1 86.0 349 328
February 519 56.3 85.7 445 436
March 685 52.4 83.5 572 560
April 991 41.4 80.8 801 791
May 1,112 48.4 80.9 899 883
June 1,251 44.4 81.5 1,020 1,001
July 1,535 46.3 80.9 88.7 940 1,443 1,396
August 1,825 42.5 79.5 876 91 9 1,677 1,649
September 1,865 43.0 77.5 85.8 897 1,673 1,636
October 2,235 45.5 79.1 86.1 898 2,007 1,939
November 1,718 49.5 80.2 1,378 1,357
December 1,733 48.6 80.3 1,391 1,356

Totals 15 875 13 655 13,332
Composite

response 466 804 86 0
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Table 4. EFFECTIVE SAMPLING RATES

Angler type

01 04

Month

January 14,203 158 1.06 14,529 139 .95
February 16,673 201 1.21 17,942 180 1.00
March 19,750 229 1.16 24,102 260 1.08
April 23,622 312 1.32 35,842 381 106
May 25,357 246 1.36 40,112 430 1.07
June 26,357 350 1.33 43,120 461 1.07
July 28,038 421 1.50 47,690 675 1.41
August 29,261 452 1.54 51,566 651 1.26
September 29,904 488 1.63 53,299 762 1.43
October 29,983 611 2.04 54,058 996 1.84
November 29,987 464 1.55 54,354 709 1.30
December 30,279 446 1.47 54,731 726 1.33

Totals 4,478 6,370

Table 4. EFFECTIVE SAMPLING RATES-(Continued)

Angler type

05 06

Month

January 1,436 9 .63 189 3 1.59
February 1,793 20 1.12 265 3 1.13
March 2,517 20 .79 371 10 2.69
April 3,811 43 1.13 628 10 159
May 4,182 53 1.27 788 8 1.01
June 4,507 58 1.29 989 11 111
July 4,985 80 1.60 1,233 14 1.13
August 5,411 92 1 70 1,567 13 .83
September 5,545 89 1.60 1,862 11 .59
October 5,597 107 1.91 1,948 38 195
November 5,634 67 1.19 1,957 21 107
December 5,668 105 1.85 1,963 15 .76

Totals 743 157

A-Number of anglers purchasing license and punch card simultaneously who were
eligible to fish during month indicated.

B-Number of anglers who returned questionnaires for month indicated.
C-Effective sampling rate (B/A) in percent

is
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Table 4. EFFECTIVE SAMPLING RATES- (Continued)

Angler type

07 & 46 12-39

Month A totals

Jan. 517 9 1.74 8,983 19 .21 39,920
Feb 248 2 .81 10,358 32 .31 47,279
Mar. 306 2 .65 10,790 41 .38 57,836
Apr. 726 9 1.24 11,201 45 .40 75,830
May 723 2 .27 11,300 46 .41 82,462
June 2,067 70 3.38 11,343 51 .45 88,383
July 8,097 137 1 69 11,396 69 61 101,439
Aug. 13,852 374 2 70 11,439 67 .58 113,096
Sept 6,879 221 3.21 11,459 65 .57 108,948
Oct 2,218 118 5.32 11,465 69 .60 105,269
Nov. 757 31 409 11,467 65 .57 104,156
Dec. 1,079 1 .09 11,493 63 .55 105,213

Totals

fishing months arose from purchases during January, so that the omis-
sion of anglers from the sample taken at the end of January resulted
in lower effective sampling rates over the entire year. The general
variability of sampling rates over purchase months reflects errors in
estimation of numbers of anglers eligible to fish, as well as the effects
of rounding a computed sampling rate of, say, one in every 12.9 to
rate such as one in every 10.

Examination of average daily questionnaire return rates as shown
in Figure 8 indicates a peak return rate at about seven or eight days
after the mailing date. The general pattern of return rates is the same
for all three mailings, and it appears that an interval between mailings
somewhat shorter than 14 days might well have been used (6, p. 398).
These response rates were calculated by associating each questionnaire
returned with a particular mailing. They do not reflect, for instance,
initial questionnaires returned due to receipt of a second reminder.
In addition, it should be noted that mailing of questionnaires was not
limited to one particular day of the week, but mailings were uniformly
distributed over a six-day work week. Returned questionnaires were
also tallied on the day received over a six-day week ; Sunday was the
only day on which questionnaires were neither mailed nor received.

Some 668 anglers returned more than one questionnaire. Of
these, 583 were anglers who returned two questionnaires with iden-
tical reports. However, approximately 90% of these 583 were from
anglers who reported that they did not fish during the questionnair
month, a fact that seems easily remembered. Seventy-five anglers re-
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Figure 8. Daily questionnaire return rates.

turned two questionnaires with reports which did not match. About
20% of these 75 were from anglers who caught no fish during the
questionnaire month ; however, each in this 20% reported on the sec-
ond questionnaire returned that he had not fished, whereas dates and
rivers of fishing trips had been reported on the first questionnaire re-
turned. Another 30°"/0 of these 75 had the same catch totals reported
on both questionnaires returned, but the two questionnaires differed
in reported dates and rivers. The remaining 50% of these 75 con-
sisted of mismatches in total catch as well as dates, rivers, and num-
bers of fishing trips during the questionnaire month. Only ten anglers
responded after three mailings by returning all three questionnaires.
In all cases of multiple returns, the questionnaire used for analysis
was the one corresponding to the earliest mailing.
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4. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

It should be mentioned again that only anglers who obtained
salmon-steelhead punch cards concurrent with the license purchase
were admitted to the survey sample. In 1961, 141,603 of the total
201,016 salmon-steelhead anglers fell into this category. In the fol-
lowing, 201,016 will be termed "the population," whereas the 141,603
will be called "the surveyed population." In section 2 it was stated
that the population will be considered to consist of two subpopula-
tions, anglers returning punch cards at the end of the year and anglers
not returning punch cards at the end of the year. Similarly, the sur-
veyed population will be considered to consist of two "surveyed sub-
populations," anglers returning punch cards and anglers not return-
ing punch cards. This breakdown of the 1961 salmon-steelhead fish-
ing population is diagrammed in Figure 9.

From the punch cards returned to the Game Commission after
the close of 1961, the survey questionnaires were divided into two
groups, one group of 4,327 questionnaire returns constituting a sam-
ple from the surveyed subpopulation of anglers who returned punch
cards, and the other group of 9,005 questionnaire returns constituting
a sample from the surveyed subpopulation of anglers who did not re-
turn punch cards. The first assumption that average catch rates are
the same for anglers returning and for anglers not returning punch
cards was studied by comparing estimates of the average annual catch
per angler for these two groups of anglers as determined from the
questionnaire returns. The second and third assumptions regarding
equality of catch rates by river and month were studied by further
dividing questionnaires into subgroups on the basis of rivers and fish-
ing months and by comparing catch rate estimates from these sub-
groups. Of course, for the assumptions that anglers accurately report
total catch, it was necessary to consider only anglers returning punch
cards. These last two assumptions were investigated by studying the
discrepancies in reported catch between punch card and survey ques-
tionnaire returns. Inherent in these methods of study is the assump-
tion that the receipt of a survey questionnaire in no way influenced
the recipient as to whether or not the punch card would be returned
to the Game Commission at the end of the year.

Estimates of Catch Rates

Monthly catches of both surveyed subpopulations (and therefore
the surveyed population) of salmon-steelhead anglers were stratified
according to the following classifications:
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i-Month of license purchase (i = 1, 2, . . . , 12)

j-Type of angler (according to the OSGC code for type of
license purchased, see Table 2 on page 10)

k-Fishing month (k = 1, 2, . . . , 12)

In the following, i and j define a stratum, and k a substratum within
and J. It is convenient to present the ideas in this section in terms

of the full range of these three indices, but, as will be discussed in
section 5, some strata were restricted for computation of catch rate
estimates.

Considering first the anglers who returned punch cards, an av-
erage catch per angler for the year could be computed for this sur-
veyed subpopulation according to the following equation :

Y. Y. Y1ijk
i j kCl- (4.1)
Y. Y. Nlijij

where
Nlij

Ylijk

is the number of anglers 'who returned punch cards
and who purchased licenses of type j during month
i,

is the total number of fish caught during month k
by the Nlij anglers.

Similarly for the surveyed subpopulation of anglers who did not
return punch cards, an average catch per angler for the year could be
computed according to the following equation :

Y. Y, Y. Yow,
i j k

(4.2)

where
Noij

Yoijk

is the number of anglers who did not return punch
cards and who purchased licenses of type j during
month i,

is the total number of fish caught during month k
by the Noij anglers.
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The stratum sizes N1ij and Noij can be expressed in terms of their
sum Nij as follows :

Nlij = PijNij,
Noij = QijNij,

(4.3 )
(4.4)

where
Nij is the number of anglers who purchased licenses of

type j during month i,

and where Pij and Qij are proportions.

Then
Y, Y, Y. Yoijk
i j k

C1=
Y, Y, PijNiji

Y, Yoijk
i j k

Co =
Y4 Y, QijNijij

Finally, (4.1) and (4.2) may be written as:

Y, PijNij Y,

(4.5)

(4.6)

Yoijk
PijNij

C1= (4.7)
Y. PijNij
1

Co =

ij k

4 QijNij Y.ij k

14 Y.ij

Yoijk
QijNij

(4.8)

Yoijk Yoijk
In equations (4.7) and (4.8), and define catch rates in

PijNij QijNij

stratum ij for fishing month k, and C1 and Co are weighted means
of strata average annual catches per angler.

The quantities in the numerators and demoninators of the equa-
tions above are not known for the surveyed population, but from the

Yoijk Yoijk
questionnaire data, estimates of , , PijNij, and QijNij

PijNij QijNij
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can be obtained, and Cl and Co may be estimated according to the
following equations :

where

Y. Y4 pijNij Y.ij k\\n2jkl
Cqi =

Y, Y. pijNijii
/

Y. Y. gijNij Y+( ygoijx
/i k noijk

Cqo =
Y,gijNij
i

nijk = noijk T noijk,

54 noijk

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

pij =
k

:+ nijk
k

Y. noijk
k

qij =
Y. nijk
k

(4.12)

(4.13)

and where
nijk is the number of anglers purchasing licenses of

type j in month i who returned questionnaires for
month k,

noijk is that portion of the nijk who returned punch cards,

noijk is that portion of the nijk who did not return punch
cards,

yqj jk is the total number of fish reported on the survey
questionnaires (q) by the noijk anglers,

ygoijk is the total number of fish reported on the survey
questionnaires (q) by the noijk anglers.

Referring to equations (4.7) and (4.8), the strata sizes Noijk
and Niijk are expressed in terms of Pij, Qij, and Nij because the
Noij and the Noij could not be determined from the frame. However,
Noij and Nli.j can be estimated, as in equations (4.9) and (4.10),



from the observed proportions pi; and qi;. Since it is assumed that
the sampling procedure of section 2 constitutes simple, random sam-
pling within each stratum (and substratum), the pi;Ni; and the
gijN1; are considered unbiased estimates of Nlij and Noi;, respec-
tively. Equations (4.9) and (4.10) exhibit the general form of all
catch rate estimating equations in this section.

Equations (4.9) and (4.10) were used directly to provide catch
rate estimates for studying the first assumption. In addition annual
catch rates by type of angler were estimated using the following equa-
tions :

4 pijNij
(i k nli;k

C41; =
Y. pi;Ni;
i

gi;Nij Y_ ( ygoi;k
i k notik

C1'o; _

(4.14)

(4.15)
pijNi;

Equations (4.14) and (4.15) estimate the average annual catch by
anglers of type j per angler of type j in the respective surveyed sub-
populations.

For assumption 2 where catch rates were considered for various
Oregon rivers, the following equations were employed:

Y. Y. pijNi7 Y. (yglri;k
i j k n;k

C1'tr -
pijNij

(y1Y. giiNa7 Y.
i j k nt

qu Nijij
where

y"1, i;k

y1orijk

(4.16)

(4.17)

is the total number of fish reported caught on river
r by the nlijk sampled anglers,

is the total number of fish reported caught on river
r by the no l jk sampled anglers.
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A cgl.r is an estimate of average annual catch on river r per angler
returning a punch card, and Cgor estimates the average annual catch
on river r per angler not returning a punch card. In other words, the
annual catch from river r by anglers not returning punch cards could
be estimated as Cgor multiplied by the number of anglers not returning
cards.
Clearly

r
Cglr = C' 1, (4.18)

and
r

Cgo or = Cgo. (4.19)

By type of angler, estimates of annual catch rates on a given river r
were computed according to the following equations :

Y,pijNij Y.
i k

lrijk(yngoijk

Cgl, j (4.20)
Y-pijlvij
i

tipijNij Y.
i k

(ygo, ik 1
noijk

Cori = (4.21)
gijNij

i
For the third assumption where catch rates were considered by

fishing month, the following estimating equations were employed :

YpijN; j
i

(ygi
j noijk

ijk

Cfgik = (4.22)
34 pijNij Sij
i
r4 :"gjjNij (ygO

i
noijkijk

Cfgok = (4.23)
YpijNij Sijij

where
Sij= f0 for (iik) and (j=07or46) (4.24)1 otherwise

The c'0,7, and the c'gok are estimates of catch during month k per
angler eligible to fish during that month, for anglers returning and
anglers not returning punch cards, respectively. The S;; in the de-
nominators of equations (4.22) and (4.23) are employed because the
Daily anglers (OSGC code 46) and the Five-Day Vacation anglers



2$

t

(OSGC code 07) are not eligible to fish during a month other than
the month of license and punch card purchase. Here,

. Clgik Cqi,
k

and

.. C1gok 00-
k

Certain estimates of total catch will require catch rates based in each
subpopulation upon catch per angler rather than catch per angler eligi-
ble to fish in month k. Equations (4.27) and (4.28) provide for esti-
mates of catch during month k per angler in the respective subpopu-
lations.

4 YpijNij ygiijk
i niijk

Cglk =
4 .4ij
:. Y.gijNij (ygoiik
i \\\ n"ijk

Cgok

>4 YgijNijii
Here,

and

'Cgik = 01,
k

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

Cgak = CO. (4.30)
k

The fourth and fifth assumptions that anglers accurately report
by punch card their total catch can be studied by comparing catch rates
determined from punch card returns with catch rates estimated from
survey questionnaires. The reported 1961 catch per angler returning
a punch card is known for the entire population from a Game Com-
mission tally, and this rate can be compared with the rate estimate
computed from survey questionnaires according to equation (4.9). It
is somewhat more difficult to make such comparisons in finer detail by
type of angler. Since angler type is not noted on punch cards, the re-
ported 1961 annual catch rates for anglers returning punch cards are
not known by type of angler. However, these catch rates were esti-
mated according to the following equation :
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where

y"',ijkl

CPC1j =

Y1p1 Ni5
I

niijk
yPC,ij= Y. (yP`7bjkl)

k 1=1

(4.31)

(4.32)

and
is the catch of angler 1 for month k as reported by
punch card (pc) where angler l is in stratum ij and
has returned both a punch card and a survey ques-
tionnaire.

That is, since an angler type could be associated with each punch card
returned by a surveyed angler, catch rates by type of angler as reported
by punch card could be estimated. These estimates CTW1j can be com-
pared with similar estimates &,j derived using equation (4.14).

Assumptions 4 and 5 might be studied in somewhat greater detail
by computing two-way tables relating monthly catch reported by sur-
vey questionnaire to monthly catch reported by punch card. Such
tables could illustrate similarity or dissimilarity of dates and rivers of
reported catch as well as other aspects of differences in catch reports
between punch card and questionnaire. But it is very doubtful that the
validity of assumptions 4 and 5 can be assessed with such procedures
or even with the comparisons suggested in the previous paragraph.
For instance, if catch rates determined from questionnaires were not
significantly different from those determined from punch cards, it
might be concluded that anglers accurately report their entire catch
on punch cards. On the other hand, it might be concluded only that
most anglers referred to their punch cards while filling out the
questionnaire. If a significant difference is detected, it does not neces-
sarily follow that this difference is due to inaccuracies in punch card
reports. It may be that many anglers did not refer to their punch
cards while filling out the questionnaire. Under such circumstances, a
fish caught and recorded on a punch card during the last part of
March, for instance, might easily be included by a sample angler in
his questionnaire report of total catch for April. Similarly, a fish
caught early in April might not be included in the questionnaire report
of total catch for April. Essentially, it is difficult to support the thesis
that survey questionnaire data are more accurate than punch card
data. Therefore, the question of the validity of assumptions 4 and 5
cannot be directly answered from this survey. The comparison of



questionnaire and punch card estimates of catch rates does, however,
plan an important role in the determination of new procedures pre-
sented in section 5 for estimating total annual catch.

Variance Estimates

Replicated subsampling was employed for estimating the vari-
ances of catch rate estimates. For instance, to estimate the variance
associated with cg1, the entire sample of 13,332 was randomly divided
into 10 subsamples by means of simple random sampling within
strata. Each subsample contained members of both surveyed subpopu-
lations. Using, for example, the questionnaire reports of anglers re-
turning punch cards, an estimate of C, was derived from each sub-
sample as follows :

Pijn,
niijkn,

CIM (4.34)
i i

j

where
nii jkn,

noijkm

is the number of returned questionnaires in sub-
sample m conveying fishing information for month
k, these questionnaires being submitted by anglers
who also returned punch cards,

is similarly defined regarding anglers not returning
punch cards,

nlijkm
k

:+ (nlijkn, H- noijk, )
k

(4.35)

and ygliikm is the total number of fish reported on survey question-
naires by the niijk», anglers. From the 10 resulting estimates, the vari-
ance of co, was estimated as follows.

10
Y. (Cglm_ q1)2

M= 1
var (cg,) = var (c'g1) _ (4.36)
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(4.37)

These procedures also were used for estimating the variance of catch
rate estimates for anglers not returning punch cards and for estimat-
ing the variance of catch rates by river and by month.

In explanation of these procedures, note first that the stratum
weights of equations (4.9) and (4.10) are random variables, so that
var (cq1) and var (cqo) should contain terms arising from the variabil-
ity of these weights. Thus, rather than use the weights Pi;Ni;/
i;pi;Nij and gi;Ni;/Yi,gi;Ni; over all subsamples, weight estimates

pijmNij/ i;pijmNij and gijmNi;/ i;gi;mNij were derived and used
within each subsample. Second, through subsampling, additional esti-
mates of the catch rates discussed in this chapter are derived. C1i for
instance, is estimated by c11' as well as by c1q, and there arises the
need for a choice between the estimate c1q, the means of the subsam-
ple estimates, and what might be called the overall estimate c1q. To
resolve this choice, note that C1q and Cq, although consistent estimates,
are biased estimates of Co and C1. The biases arise because C1q and Co"

are ratio estimates, the numerator and denominator for equations
(4.9) and (4.10) being random variables. Because the subsample esti-
mates involve small sample sizes, the subsample estimates are expected'
to be more biased than the overall estimate. Consequently, the overall
estimate was chosen in all instances.

5. RESULTS

In 1961, 201,016 salmon-steelhead punch cards were issued to
anglers in Oregon. The four previous sections have been devoted to
describing sampling procedures and results and procedures for esti-
mating catch rates for anglers who purchased license and punch card
simultaneously. This "surveyed population" of anglers purchasing
license and punch card simultaneously consisted of 141,603 anglers.
The distribution of these 141,603 over 144 strata formed by 12 pur-
chase months (i) and 12 angler types (j) is shown in Table 5.

Breaking down the population of 201,016 in another way yields
two subpopulations, anglers returning and anglers not returning punch
cards. In 1961, 56,642 anglers returned punch cards, while the re-
maining 144,374 anglers did not return punch cards. Again, only por-
tions of these two subpopulations have received attention in the pre-
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Table 5 SRTATUM SIZES N-, FOR 1961 SALMON-STEELHEAD FISHING POPULATION OF ANGLERS PURCHASING
LICENSE AND PUNCH CARD SIMULTANEOUSLY

Type of OSGC
Purchase month

angler code Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Totals

01 14,203 2 740 3,077 3,872 1,735 1,000 1,681 1,223 643 79 4 292 30,279
04 14,592 3 350 6,160 11,740 4,270 3,008 4,570 3,876 1,733 759 296 377 54,731
05 1,436 357 724 1,294 371 325 478 426 134 52 37 34 5,668

w 06 189 76 106 257 160 201 244 334 295 86 9 6 1,963
07 58 19 25 62 128 171 274 670 598 505 89 64 2,663
12 4,882 588 163 148 35 12 13 12 6 0 1 22 5,882
13 574 122 86 67 8 11 20 14 11 4 1 1 919
35 1,959 344 59 79 22 4 8 7 1 0 0 2 2,485
36 208 60 29 42 15 5 5 4 1 1 0 0 380
38 988 174 38 35 5 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 1,247
39 372 87 47 40 14 7 6 5 0 1 0 1 580
46 459 229 281 664 595 1,896 7,823 13,182 6,281 1713 688 1,015 34,806

39 920 7 876 10 805 18 300 7 358 6,644 15 123 19 754 9 704 3200 1 105 1,814 141,603



ceding sections. These two portions, called "the surveyed subpopula-
tions," consist only of anglers who purchased license and punch card
concurrently. Together, the two surveyed subpopulations are the sur-
veyed population of 141,603. The effective sample sizes, resulting
from the sampling procedure described in section 2, are shown for
the two surveyed subpopulations in Tables 6 and 7.

From consideration of Tables 6 and 7, it is obvious that the sam-
ple size would be zero in many of the 804 substrata which would result
from construction of a substratum per fishing month k within each of
144 strata. Consequently, to provide adequate sample sizes for sub-
strata, construction of strata was limited in number to somewhat
fewer than 144. For computation of many of the estimates presented
in this chapter, only two classifications by type of angler were estab-
lished : one classification for Daily and Five-Day Vacation anglers
(OSGC codes 46 and 07) and another for anglers of the remaining
10 types. Preliminary computations indicated that, for estimating an-
anal catch rates, stratification by purchase month was about as effec-
tive as stratification by type of angler, and the combination of strata
over angler types more easily solved the problem of small substrata
sample sizes. Angler types 07 and 46 were chosen for one classifica-
tion because the sampling rate for these anglers within a given pur-
chase month was necessarily different from the sampling rate for the
remaining 10 angler types. The estimated annual catch rates for the
07 and 46 anglers were also considerably different from the catch
rates of the other types, providing another reason for maintaining
a separate stratum for these types. The strata for the other 10 types
could be combined within each purchase month because their effective
sampling rates were nearly equal. Second, because of the small sam-
ple sizes achieved in the strata formed by purchase months October,
November, and December, these strata were combined to form one
purchase month. Consequently, all catch rate estimates presented in
this section other than estimates by type of angler were computed
using the formulas in section 4 and data from 20 strata formed by 10
purchase months (January, February, . . . , October through De-
cember) and 2 types of angler classifications (types 07 and 46, all
other types). For estimates by type of angler, strata were formed by
10 purchase-month classifications and one type of angler classification.
Further, each variance estimate given in this chapter was computed
using 10 subsamples according to equation (4.36). Some catch rate
estimates do not have accompanying variance estimates because of
small sample sizes.

Tables 6 and 7 indicate that there are no usable questionnaire
catch reports from anglers of types 07 and 46 for the first five months
of 1961. The 24 reports which were received for this period were in-
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Resident Comb.
Resident
Juvenile
Non-Resident
Five-Day Vac.
Pioneer Comb.
Pioneer
Veteran Comb.
Veteran
Old Age Comb.
Old Age
Daily

Totals 662 626 256 49

Table 6. STRATUM SAMPLE SIZES nOjj FOR SURVEYED SUBPOPULATION OF ANGLERS NOT
RETURNING PUNCH CARDS

Type of OSGC
Purchase month

angler code Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec. Totals

01 1,121 249 295 533 178 94 143 120 111 26 2 0 2,872
04 1,066 323 543 932 397 255 312 273 209 115 19 1 4,445

05 115 44 89 127 48 27 42 31 28 10 3 0 564
U4 06 26 11 9 14 12 14 9 10 7 2 0 0 114
41 07 .... .... ____ 11 3 5 10 16 1 0 46

12 27 11 7 9 3 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 64
13 14 3 9 7 0 2 2 0 6 1 0 0 44
35 12 10 5 9 8 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 50
36 6 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 13
38 16 4 3 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 35
39 7 6 7 4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 29
46 .... ____ _.__ .__. 45 109 297 170 85 23 0 729

2,410 969 1,644 651 454 739 544 1 9,005



Resident Comb.
Resident
Juvenile
Ion-Resident
Five-Day Vac.
Pioneer Comb.
Pioneer
Veteran Comb.
Veteran
Old Age Comb.
Old Age
Daily

Totals 20

Table 7 STRATUM SAMPLE SIZES nlzj FOR SURVEYED SUBPOPULATION OF ANGLERS
RETURNING PUNCH CARDS

Type of OSGC
Purchase month

angler code Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Totals

01 791 147 177 260 78 41 47 33 22 10 0 0 1,606
04 650 168 233 380 136 83 85 85 61 34 10 0 1,925
05 46 12 26 34 12 12 14 10 5 4 3 1 179
06 9 4 2 4 3 7 4 2 5 3 0 0 43
07 .... .... .-_. -_._ .... 3 2 7 4 1 1 0 18
12 64 21 15 11 5 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 120
13 61 9 6 10 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 92
35 31 12 9 9 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 67
36 16 4 2 5 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 31
38 16 7 8 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36
39 22 3 12 6 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 51
46 __._ .... ____ ____ ___. 11 23 65 37 16 6 1 159

1,706 387 490 724 244 159 184 207 135 69 2 4,327
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Table 8. SAMPLE SIZES nl ij AND nOij AND PUNCH CARD RESPONSE
RATES P OF SURVEYED ANGLERS

Purchase

Type of angler
(OSGC code)

month 01 12-39 07 & 46 Totals

January nl 791 650 46 9 210 0 1,706

no 1,121 1,066 115 26 82 0 2,410
p% 414 379 286 25 7 719 18.0* 411

February n1 147 168 12 4 56 0 387

no 249 323 44 11 35 0 662

p%o 371 342 21.4 267 615 180* 369

March nl 177 233 26 2 52 0 490

nO 295 543 89 9 33 0 969

p% 37.5 300 22.6 182 61.2 180* 336

April nl 260 380 34 4 46 0 724
no 533 932 127 14 38 0 1,644

p% 32.8 29.0 21.1 22.2 548 18.0* 306

May nl 78 136 12 3 15 0 244

nO 178 397 48 12 16 0 651

p% 305 25.5 200 200 48.4 180* 27.3

June nl 41 83 12 7 2 14 159

no 94 255 27 14 8 56 454

p%o 30.4 246 30.8 33.3 200 200 259

July nl 47 85 14 4 9 25 184

no 143 312 42 9 8 112 626

p% 247 21.4 25.0 308 529 18.2 22.7

August nl 33 85 10 2 5 72 207
no 120 273 31 10 3 302 739

p%o 216 23.7 24.4 167 625 193 219

September n1 22 61 5 5 1 41 135
no 111 209 28 7 9 180 544

p% 165 22.6 152 41.7 10.0 186 19.9

October- nl 10 44 8 3 1 25 91

December no 28 135 13 2 3 125 306
p% 26.3 24.6 38.1 60.0 333 16.7 22.9

Total number returned 1,606 1,925 179 43 397 177 4,327
Total number not

returned 2,872 4,445 564 114 235 775 9,005

Totals 4,478 6,370 157 952 13,332

Assigned response rate
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Table 9 ESTIMATED STRATUM SIZES IOR SURVEYED SUBPOPULATIONS

Type of angler Number
Purchase (OSGC code) eligible

month 01 06 12-39 07 & 46 Totals to fish

January R 5,876 5,527 410 49 6 461 93 18,416 18,416
NR 8,327 9,065 1,026 140 2 523 424 21,504 21,504

February R 917 1,146 77 20 846 45 3,051 21,373
NR 1,553 2,204 280 56 529 203 4,825 25,906

March R 1,154 1,850 164 19 264 55 3,506 24,834
NR 1,923 4,310 560 87 168 251 7,299 33,002

April R 1,269 3,400 273 57 225 131 5,355 30,134
NR 2,603 8,340 1,021 200 186 595 12,945 45,696

May R 528 1,090 74 32 48 130 1,903 31,906
NR 1,206 3,180 297 128 51 593 5,455 50,556

June R 304 739 100 67 9 413 1,631 33,407
NR 697 2,269 225 134 34 1,654 5,013 54,976

July R 416 978 120 75 28 1,478 3,095 36,089
NR 1,265 3,592 358 169 25 6,619 12,028 65,350

August R 264 920 104 56 27 2,667 4,037 38,649
NR 959 2,956 322 278 16/1,/85 15,717 74,448

September R 106 392 20 123 2 1,276 1,919 37,900
NR 537 1,341 114 172 18 5,603 7,785 71,048

October- R 99 352 47 61 11 676 1,245

December NR 276 1,080 76 40 23 3,378 4,874

Total R 10,933 16,394 1 389 558 7,921 6,963 44,158
NR 19,346 38,337 4279 1405 3,572 30,506 97,445

30 279 54 731 5 668 1963 11,493 37 469 141,603

Percent response
overall 36 1075 29 9538 24 5060 284259 68 9202 18 5834 31 1851

Percent nonresponse
overall 63 8925 70 0462 754940 71 5741 31 0793 814166 68 8149

R-Estimated number returning punch cards.
NR-Estimated number not returning punch cards
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validated by clerical errors. However, to each of these fishing months
an 18% response rate was assigned together with a catch rate equal
to the estimated catch rate for all other angler types. Such a procedure
did not significantly effect the determination of overall catch rates
since the stratum sizes for the 07 and 46 type anglers were relatively
small during the first five months of 1961.

Tables 6 and 7 are summarized in Table 8 wherein punch card
response rates are given by purchase month for six classifications of
angler types. From the proportions pi; and qi; in Table 8 and the
strata sizes Ni5 given in Table 5 for the surveyed population, the es-
timated strata sizes pi;Nij and gi,Ni; given in Table 9 were computed
for the two surveyed subpopulations.

Estimates of Catch Rates

Estimates of annual catch rates, determined using equations
(4.9) and (4.10), and associated variances by species of fish for the
two surveyed subpopulations are given in Table 10. The catch rate
ratios R (also given in following tables) will be referred to subse-
quently in connection with revised estimating procedures.

Table 10. ESTIMATED 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATES

Salmon Steelhead

Anglers Anglers
not Anglers not Anglers

returning returning returning returning

punch punch punch punch

cards cards cards cards

Catch rate 1.1251 1.7811 .6317 .7225 .9340 .7735
Variance 00223 .01510 .00367 00166 01121 02055

For both species of fish, differences in the catch rates of anglers
returning and anglers not returning punch cards are highly significant
(Pr < .01). Thus, in the surveyed population it appears that the first
assumption regarding equality of catch rates for anglers returning and
anglers not returning punch cards was not generally applicable for
either species of fish during 1961.

To further illustrate catch rate differences, estimates by type
of angler determined using equations (4.14) and (4.15) are given in
Table 11. Considering first the salmon catch rates, the catch rates of
anglers returning punch cards is significantly different at the one per-
cent level from the catch rate of anglers not returning punch cards
for all classifications of anglers in the table except juvenile (05) an-



Anglers not Anglers not Anglers
returning returning returning

punch cards K punch carols punch cards

01

Catch rate
Variance

04

Catch rate

Variance
05

Catch rate
Variance

06 & 12-39
Catch rate
Variance

07 & 46
Catch rate
Variance

All except 07
Catch rate
Variance

/
Table 11. ESTIMATED 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATES BY TYPE OF ANGLER

Salmon Steelhead

Type of
angler

Anglers
returning

7 punch cards R

15671 23186 6759 1.0403 1.0359 1.0042
.00830 01082 00620 .00210 .00114 .03523

1.1163 1 8947 5892 .6703 .9490 .7063
00651 00441 00797 .00966 .00055 .02466

.9784 10156 9633 .7812 .0985 79338
00544 02136 02217 .16920 .03315 .31258

1.6045 1 1187 14342 2.2609 .5721 39517
07973 10202 06228 08237 .01985 27310

6159 8471 7270 .1790 .3096 .5781

00403 01868 03384 .00013 .00165 .08049

& 46
1.3560 1 9524 6945 9096 1 0485 .8675
.00384 02052 00367 00324 01565 02465



Table 12. 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATE FIST IMATES FOR SEVERAL Oxrx;oN RIVERS

Steelhead

R R

Ocean
Catch rate
Variance

Columbia
Catch rate
Variance

All other rivers
combined
catch rate

Salmon

River

r

Anglers not Anglers Anglers not Anglers
returning returning returning returning

punch cards punch cards punch cards punch cards

7254 1 0537 6885 .0180 .0158 11372
00208 .00098 00203 .003927 .00431 17133

0933 .2036 4584 .0647 1520 4256

00237 .00020 00851 .00682 .00017 .20295

3063 .5237 6849 .6397 .7661 .8350

Table 13. 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATE ESTIMATES BY TYPE OF ANGLER FOR THE OCEAN AND THE
COLUMBIA RIVER

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

Type of
anglerj

River
r

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

07 & 46 Ocean .5012 .7100 7059 0311 .0691 .4497
Columbia .0142 .0443 3208 0397 .0307 12932

All others Ocean .8149 1.0796 7549 0101 0045 2.2750
Columbia .1277 .2257 5657 0689 .1586 .4345



glers. For steelhead, the only nonsignificant difference occurred for
resident (01) anglers ; the other five differences were highly signifi-
cant (Pr < .01).

In Table 12 estimates are given of annual catch from the ocean,
from the Columbia River, and from all other Oregon rivers combined,
per angler in the respective surveyed subpopulations. The estimates
were computed according to the formulas of equations (4.16) and
(4.17). Only the catch rates for steelhead taken in the ocean are not
significantly different for the two surveyed subpopulations at the one
percent level. The catch rate differences for salmon taken from the
ocean and salmon and steelhead taken from the Columbia River are
all significant at the one percent level. Thus, assumption 2 does not
appear to be warranted generally.

Table 13 further illustrates catch rate differences by river for
two classifications of anglers. The computations were performed ac-
cording to equations (4.20) and (4.21), and no attempt was made to
obtain variance estimates by subsampling because of limited sample
sizes.

In Table 14, ratios of catch rates are given without variance esti-
mates for 13 major salmon and steelhead rivers. These ratios, like
those in Tables 12 and 13, are ratios of annual catches per angler in
the respective surveyed subpopulations and will be used subsequently
in connection with revised estimating procedures.

Table 14. RATIOS OF ESTIMATED ANNUAL CATCH RATES FOR
VARIOUS OREGON RIVERS

OSGC
code River

R

Salmon Steelhead

01 Alsea 1.4068 1.1808
10 Columbia .4584 .4256
11 Coos .2153 5.4783
13 Deschutes .1592 4.3741
35 Nehalem .4815 1.1890
37 Nestucca .6544 .6963
38 Pacific Ocean .6884 1.1372
43 Rogue 4.9949 3.0963
49 Siletz .1102 .2983
51 Siuslaw .7426 .4930
62 Umpqua 2.2841 .7404
67 Willamette 1.3180 5.7649
68 Wilson .5501 .7680
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Regarding the third assumption that the catch rate of anglers re-
turning punch cards is the same as the catch rate of anglers not re-
turning punch cards for each month of the year, Tables 15 and 16
contain, respectively, estimates of monthly catch rates in terms of the
total number of anglers in the surveyed subpopulations (equations
(4.27) and (4.28)) and in terms of the number of anglers in the sur-
veyed subpopulations eligible to fish each month (equations (4.22)
and (4.23) ).

Variances were not obtained for the estimates in these tables,
and no significance tests were made. Tables 15 and 16 do suggest that
the general tendency, illustrated in previous tables, for the catch rate
of anglers returning punch cards to be greater than the catch rate of
anglers not returning punch cards does not hold for every fishing
month.

Tables 17 and 18 provide monthly catch rate estimates in finer
detail by two classifications of anglers, the 07 and 46 types and all
other types. Of course, the tables are identical from January through
May. Recall that there were no usable questionnaire returns for the
07 and 46 type anglers for January through May and that catch rates
for these anglers were assigned each month equal to the estimated
catch for all other types. The catch rates for June through December
in Table 17 were calculated according to equations (4.22) and (4.23)
using only questionnaires returned by 07 and 46 type anglers. The
catch rates in Table 18 were calculated according to (4.22) and (4.23)
using the questionnaires for all other angler types.

Comparing catch rates in Tables 17 and 18 for June through
December, it appears that the salmon and steelhead catch rates for
07 and 46 type of anglers are greater than the catch rates for all other
angler types, particularly for anglers returning punch cards. This re-
sult is not at all unexpected, since many anglers not of type 07 or 46
eligible to fish in a given month may not fish at all during that month,
whereas, an angler of type 07 or 46 generally purchases a license in a
given month for the purpose of fishing during that month.

For studying assumptions 4 and 5 that anglers accurately report
their total catch, Table 19 shows reported and estimated catch rates
derived from returned punch cards and survey questionnaires, respec-
tively, for anglers returning punch cards. The catch rates from punch
cards were determined from the Game Commission tally of punch
card returns by dividing total reported catch by the number of anglers
returning punch cards (See Table A-1 in Appendix A), and the
catch rates from questionnaires were computed according to equation
(4.7). For both species of fish the catch rates are significantly differ-
ent at the one percent level.
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Anglers not Anglers
returning returning

punch cards punch cards R

-t

Table 15. ESTIMATED CATCH DURING MONTH INDICATED PER ANGLER IN THE RESPECTIVE SUBPOPULATIONS

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

Fishing
month

k

Anglers
returning

punch cards

Anglers note
returning

punch cards

January .0037 .0086 .4278 .1139 .1858 .6130

February .0021 .0000 ........ .0591 .0391 1.4606

March .0252 .0152 1 6596 .0942 .0459 2.0504

April .0674 .2090 .3225 .0154 .0209 .7353

May .0587 .0733 .8014 .0092 .0050 1.8517

June .0390 .0643 .6070 .0062 .0162 .3816

July .2203 .2576 .8556 .0388 0486 .7981

August .4245 .6100 .6959 .0572 .0589 .9716

September .1655 .2772 .5969 .0591 .0550 1.0744

October .0673 .1198 .5620 .0481 .0437 1.1014

November .0398 .1009 .3944 .0550 .1287 .4270

December .0152 .0386 .3944 .1309 .2785 .4702



Table 16. ESTIMATED CATCH DURING MONTH INDICATED PER ANGLER ELIGIBLE TO FISH THAT MIONTII

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

Fishing
month

k

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

January .0155 .0222 .6995 .4870 .4593 1 0605

February .0015 .0000 -------- .2041 .0825 2.4731

March .0713 0282 2 5265 .2695 .0894 3.0149

April .1406 .3146 .4468 .0324 .0302 1.0724

May .1112 .1033 10773 .0144 .0068 2.6178

June .0681 .0862 .7904 .0109 .0210 .5207

July .3257 .3179 1.0246 .0581 .0577 1.0069

August .5529 .7001 7898 .0753 .0655 1.1506

September .2254 .3263 6909 .0814 .0628 1.2976

October .0926 .1413 .6555 .0668 .0495 1.3501

November .0547 .1190 .4599 .0764 .1460 .5232

December .0209 .0455 .4598 .1821 .3159 .5766
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Table 17 FOR DAILY AND FIVE-DAY VACATION ANGLERS, ESTIMATED CATCH DURING MONTH INDICATED PER
ANGLER ELIGIBLE TO FISH THAT MONTH

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

Fishing Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

January .0155 .0222 6995 .4870 .4593 10605

February .0015 .0000 -------- .2041 .0825 2.4731

March .0713 .0282 2 5265 .2695 .0894 3.0149

April .1406 .3146 4468 .0324 .0302 1.0724

May 1112 .1033 1.0773 .0177 .0068 2.6178

June .5536 .3571 1.5500 0536 0000 .-------

July .7411 1.0000 .7411 .0714 1200 .5952

August .8079 1.3194 .6123 0861 2083 .4132

September .3611 .3902 9253 .1722 .2927 .5884

October 4257 .2941 1 4475 .3861 .4706 .8205

November .0870 .0000 ........ .3913 .0000 ........

December ........ .0000 ........

month
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Table 18. FOR ALL ANGLERS COMBINED EXCEPT DAILY AND FIVE-DAY VACATION ANGLERS, ESTIMATED CATCH
DURING MONTH INDICATED PER ANGLER ELIGIBLE TO FISH THAT MONTH

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

Fishing
month

k

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Anglers
returning

punch cards

January .0155 .0222 .6995 .4870 .4593 1.0605

February .0015 .0000 -------- .2041 .0825 2.4731

March .0713 .0282 2.5265 .2695 .0894 3.0149

April .1406 .3146 .4468 .0324 .0302 1.0724

May .1112 .1033 1.0773 .0177 .0068 2.6178

June .0536 .0826 .6490 .0097 .0213 .4539

July .2803 .2645 1.0598 .0566 .0603 .9376

August .5091 .6517 .6611 .0735 .0543 1.3609

September .2141 .3239 .6611 .0739 .0543 1.3606

October .0763 .1384 .5513 .0512 .0414 1.2349

November .0531 .1213 .4382 .0609 .1488 .4095

December .0220 .0464 .4734 .1910 .3027 .6311



Table 19. ESTIMATED AND REPORTED 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATES
PER ANGLER RETURNING A PUNCH CARD

Salmon Steelhead

Questionnaire Catch rate 1.7811 .9340
Variance .01510 .01121

Punch card Catch rate 1.1025 .4099

It can be argued that the differences between catch rates in Table
19 might well be expected in that the punch card derived catch rates
apply to all anglers returning punch cards, whereas, the questionnaire
derived catch rates apply only to the surveyed subpopulation. How-
ever, this argument can apparently be set aside after comparing the
entries in the last row of Table 19 with the corresponding entries in
the last row of Table 20. The last row of Table 20 contains estimates
of catch rates for the surveyed subpopulation calculated from punch
card data as weighted sums of catch rates by type of angler. The catch
rates by type of angler were computed according to equation (4.31).
Although no variance estimates were made, the cp°, in the last row of
Table 20 are very nearly equal to the corresponding punch card rates
in Table 19, so that it appears that a significant difference exists be-
tween catch rates derived from questionnaires and catch rates derived
from punch cards for the surveyed subpopulation of anglers return-
ing punch cards.

Table 20. ANNUAL CATCH RATES BY TYPE OF ANGLER ESTIMATED
FROM PUNCH CARD AND FROM QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

Angler type
(OSGC code)

07 & 46
all others
combined

C weighted
mean of
A and R

Salmon Steelhead

From
question-

naire

From
punch
cards

From
question-

naire

From
punch
cards

.8471 .9945 .3097 .1653
1.9524 1.0197 1.0485 .4469

1.7811 1.0157 .9340 .4022
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It would probably be an easy task to collect many suggested rea-
sons for the difference between c5°r and c51 illustrated in Table 19,
but three possible reasons seem salient. First, it might be suggested
that anglers are not reporting by punch card their entire catch, and
that for the one month's catch reported by questionnaire, the surveyed
anglers did indicate true catch. Second,whereas many surveyed an-
glers probably referred to their punch cards while completing ques-
tionnaires, those not referring quite possibly completed questionnaires
not in agreement with punch card, the tendency being to overreport
with respect to the report given by punch card. Third, it might be sug-
gested that the difference is due to the effects of the survey nonre-
sponse as would seem to be indicated from the trend in the table below.
That is, the catch rate of survey nonrespondents may be small enough
to eliminate the difference between cpcr and 0,.

Table 21. 1961 ANNUAL CATCH RATES AS ESTIMATED BY TYPE OF
QUESTIONNAIRE RETURNED

Salmon catch rate Steelhead catch rate

Anglers Anglers
not Anglers not Anglers

returning returning returning returning
Type of punch punch punch punch

questionnaire cards cards R cards cards R

Initial 1.9415 22358 8683 .9021 1 0443 .8638

First reminder 1 1959 1.6988 .7039 6301 .9349 6740

Second reminder 1.3071 1.0776 1 2129 3626 .0968 3 7456

For the third reason to account fully for the difference between c1'°i
and c5,, it would be necessary for the survey nonrespondents (ap-
proximately 16% of the total sample) to have achieved an average
catch rate less than zero. So, although the first and third reasons may
contribute somewhat to the difference between c"', and 01, it is the
opinion of the authors that the second reason accounts for most of
this difference. The influence of the data in Table 19 on the determi-
nation of revised estimating procedures will be apparent in the follow-
ing section.
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Estimates of Total Catch

In Appendix A, Tables 1-A through 6-A contain catch sum-
maries prepared by the Oregon State Game Commission from punch
cards returned by 28.181% of the 1961 Oregon salmon-steelhead fish-
ing population. Tables 1-A and 6-A contain estimates of total catch as
well as summaries of reported catch. These estimates were obtained
by simple expansions. That is, reported catch was divided by .28181,
the return rate for punch cards in 1961. In the light of the results
presented in the previous section, it appears that the estimates in
these tables are somewhat biased, the catch rate for anglers returning
punch cards being not equal, generally, to the catch rate for anglers
not returning punch cards. It is the purpose of this section to propose
an alternate estimating scheme which can be used in the future to pro-
vide estimates less biased than those in the tables mentioned above.
In the following, the inferences of the last section are considered to
apply to the entire salmon-steelhead fishing population.

In comparing various methods for estimating total catch (an-
nually, monthly, by river, etc.) in future years, the following major
points were considered :

(1) In 1961, the catch rates (annually, monthly, etc.) of anglers
returning punch cards were not generally the same as the
catch rates of anglers not returning punch cards.

(2) The annual catch rate for anglers returning punch cards as
determined for 1961 from punch cards returned to the Game
Commission was significantly different from the annual
catch rate for anglers returning punch cards as computed
for 1961 from survey questionnaires.

Of course, the first point has been illustrated in the preceding
section and is the basis for attempting to improve on estimates pres-
ently made by simple expansion. In consideration of the second point,
the formulas for future estimates of total catch presented in this sec-
tion employ ratios such as cq0 / cq1 of catch rates for anglers returning
and anglers not returning punch cards. It was suggested in the last
section that most of the observed difference between cP'- and cql arose
because surveyed anglers returning punch cards tended to overreport
when completing a survey questionnaire from memory. It seems logi-
cal that anglers not returning punch cards would have been subject to
the same tendency to overreport. Further, by assuming that the per-
cent difference between Co and c% is the same as the percent differ-
ence between Cl and cq,, then Co/C1 will be equal to cqo/cql. It is felt
that such an assumption, although not supportable by any of the sur-
vey results previously presented, is quite reasonable and it is proposed
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that formulas of the form given in (5.1) be employed for future esti-
mates of total catch.

H,x, = H1'°,
L

I
+ R \ Nl / J

HVCX + HP (Cq) N.)a
C`PC += H s C1x

q
NoxC1

where

(5.1)

H0 = total catch estimate for year x,

HP'. = catch reported by punch card for year x,

N01 = number of anglers not returning punch cards for
year x,

N11 = number of anglers returning punch cards for
year x,

and where the variance of H1 is estimated according to (5.2)

Var (H1.) _ (HPCNO)IVar (R) (5.2)
x

The catch rate ratios R of Table 10 may be used according to
equation (5.1) to estimate directly 1961 total salmon and steelhead
catches. Differences which might occur between the value H1961 from
equation (5.1) and true total catch for 1961 will be due to inaccu-
racies in HP01961 and/or R since N0,1961 and N1,1961 are known. It has
already been stated that this survey cannot conclusively establish the
accuracy of H"`1961, and, with respect to that component of estimated
total catch attributable to anglers returning punch cards, an estimate
from equation (5.1) will be as biased by any inaccuracy in HPcx as an
estimate obtained by simple expansion. However, the bias in a total
catch estimate which may arise from inaccuracies in HVCI is expected
to be much smaller in 1961 and in future years than the bias which can
result by generally assuming identical catch rates for anglers return-
ing and anglers not returning punch cards. The second term in brack-
ets in equation (5.1) is intended to account for the difference in catch
rates to reduce this potentially large bias.

Using the appropriate catch summary data with the catch rate
ratios R given in the tables of the previous section, estimates of total
annual catch by type of angler, total catch by month, and total catch by



river can be made for 1961 and for future years using the following
equations similar in form to equation (5.1). For total annual catch by
type of angler (j),

H,,xHpcj.,
1+R' (5.3)

L AT,,

var (H1-.) _ (HPCiN01)
(R5) (5.4)

.X

where N0 and N11 are, for the respective subpopulations during
year x, the total number of angler of type j.

For total annual catch estimates by river (r),

Hrx=HP°rx[1+Rr(N. (5.5)\N,/
var (H,) = HP rNO):var (R,) (5.6)

For total catch estimates by month (le),

Hk.x = HP°kW Cl + Rk1 N0) ],
N,

(5.7)

Hk.x=Hv°kr[1+R,k(N'°kl (5.8)
Nik

where N'Ok and N',k are, for the respective subpopulations, the num-
ber of anglers eligible to fish during month k.

To illustrate the use of equations (5.1) through (5.8), the indi-
cated operations have been carried out in Appendix B using the Ore-
;on State Game Commission 1961 catch summary data of Appendix
A and the catch rate ratios in the preceding tables of this chapter. The
results are summarized in Table 22.

Not all of the estimates in Table 22 are based on actual reported
catch. The reported catch figures required for estimating total catch
according to equation (5.1), total catch by river according to equation
(5.5), and total catch by month according to equation (5.7), were
readily available in the 1961 catch summary, but reported catch by
type of angler (required for equation (5.3)) and the ratios

N'°k
of numbers of anglers in each subpopulation eligible to

N ik 1961

fish each month of 1961 (required for equation (5.8)) were not
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available. Consequently, the results from equations (5.3) and (5.8)
have been based on estimates of reported catch by type of angler and
estimates of numbers of anglers eligible to fish. Using the &'l5 from
Table 20, estimates of reported catch by type of angler were made in
Appendix B for the surveyed subpopulation and subsequently for the
entire subpopulation of anglers returning punch cards. The reported
catch estimates for the entire subpopulation were computed by allocat-
ing to each classification of anglers a percentage of total reported
catch the same as the percentage observed in the estimation of re-
ported catch by type of angler for the surveyed subpopulation. Results

from equation (5.8) are based on estimates of the ratios N,lk. It was

assumed that the ratios of numbers of anglers in each subpopulation
eligible to fish each month of 1961 were the same for both the sur-
veyed population and the entire population, and these ratios were esti-
mated as shown in Table 9.

Estimates of total catch by month, river, and type of angler are
of interest to the Oregon State Game Commission, but of prime im-
portance is an estimate of total annual catch. Table 22 contains for
1961 several estimates of total annual catch. Total annual catch is es-
timated (1) directly for the entire state from equation (5.1), (2) by
summing separate total catch estimates made by type of angler ac-
cording to equation (5.3), (3) by summing separate total catch esti-
mates made by river according to equation (5.5), and (4) and (5)
by summing separate total catch estimates made by months according
to equations (5.7), and (5.8). Questions now arise as to which of the
five procedures just described yields the "best" estimate of 1961 total
annual catch, and which of these five procedures will yield the "best"
estimate of some future total annual catch. In answering these ques-
tions, the "best" estimate will be considered to be that estimate with
which is associated the least mean square error.

Procedure 1 above yields combined ratio estimates (1, p. 131)
of total salmon and total steelhead catch. Procedure 2 yields total
catch estimates computed as sums of separate stratum ratio estimates.
Procedures 3, 4, and 5 yield total catch estimates as sums of combined
ratio estimates of total catch, each combined ratio estimate being ap-
plicable to a particular domain of study of the entire salmon-steelhead
fishing population. Comparing procedures 1 and 2, it might be ex-
pected that the estimates from procedure 2 would be more precise
than the estimates from procedure 1, but they also may have greater
bias. It has been shown (1, p. 130) that the absolute value of the bias
in a separate stratum ratio estimate of a total may be as large as the
standard error of that estimate times the coefficient of variation of the
denominator of the stratum ratio. From Table 11, the coefficients of
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Table 22. TOTAL CATCH ESTIMATES FROM EQUATIONS (5.1)
THROUGH (5.8)

Equation Item Salmon catch Steelhead catch

5.1 H (1961) 162,997 68,991
5.2 Standard error 9,637 8,483

5.3 H (07-46) 40,353 5,310
5 3 H (others) 118,809* 55,615*

5.3 Total 159,162 60,925
5.4 Standard error 9,904 6,414

5.5 H (ocean) 65,743 234
55 H (Columbia) 20,205 7,268
5.5 H (all others) 72,894 61,537

Total 158,842 69,039

57 & 5.8 H 5.7 58 57 58

Jan. 527 458 7,647 6,679
Feb. 425 310 7,712 6,528
Mar 3,949 3,290f 8,798 7,074t
Apr. 9,389 8,644 2,029 1,854
May 6,201 5,517 1,281 1,153
June 7,461 6,739 367 345
July 39,187 35,178 3,987 3,710
Aug 60,317 54,830 5,225 4,834
Sept. 22,910 20,854 7,171 6,583
Oct. 10,263 9,278 6,031 5,496
Nov. 5,193 4,735 4,354 4,050
Dec. 2,446 2,235 16,856 15,662

5.7 Total 168,268 71,458
5.8 Total 152,068 63,968

* Based on estimates of reported catch and estimates of Nor/N,J.
f Based on estimates of numbers of anglers eligible to fish each month of 1961.

variation of the c41j are about 16% for j equal to 07 and 46 and about
8% for all other angler types combined. Thus any resulting bias in the
procedure 2 estimates of total salmon and steelhead catches would be
expected, on the basis of this consideration alone, to be considerably
less than the sum of the separate stratum biases, about 0.2 standard
errors for the total salmon catch estimate and about 0.1 standard
errors for the total steelhead catch estimate. The same type of bias
can arise in procedures 3, 4, and S.

There is another factor to be considered however, in comparing
the estimates in Table 22. Recall that exact stratum sizes were not
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through 21 are not unbiased. The total catch estimates from proce-
dtu-es 1 through 5 are all subject to bias from inexact stratum weight-
ing, and procedures 2 through ; may produce further biasing through
summing separate ratio estimates. It has been shown that, for instance,
by employing estimates of stratum sizes q;,:N 1j, the average value of
the bias component of the error mean square of an estimate such as

known but were estimated as pi;Nij and gi5Ni5. Because stratum
sizes were estimated this way, the catch rate estimates in Tables 10

Ca is roughly :

where

if
(bias)2 =

(Yoi; - Co) VAR (gi1Ni5)

(c q i; i; 2

if

(5.9)

Co is the expected value of cqo

Yot; is the expected value of yoij

ygoijk
and yo-ij = is the average annual catch rate for stratum ij.

k Noijk

Estimates of VAR (gi;Ni;) are available from subsamples and the
Yo,; and Co are estimated by the you and cqo. Substituting these esti-
mates in equation (5.9), it turns out that the estimated average bias
in Co is about ± .003 for both salmon and steelhead. Interestingly, it
turns out that the estimated average bias in cql is also about ± .003
for both salmon and steelhead. The following table shows the change
in the combined ratio estimates of total salmon and total steelhead
catch computed according to equation (5.1) when Co and Cl of Table
10 are adjusted by the amount .003.

Table 23. COMBINED RATIO ESTIMATES OF TOTAL CATCH ACCORDING
TO EQUATION (5.1) WITH ADJUSTED CATCH RATE RATIOS

Salmon Steelhead

cq + 003o .

426163 69,363
c°1-.003

,

coo
162 997 68,991

cq1

cqo - 003

,

.

552162 68,653
cql + .003

,
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The bias adjustments effect very little change in the combined
ratio estimates of total catch. The adjusted estimates fall within 0.5
standard errors of the unadjusted estimate for both salmon and steel-
head. Of course these adjustments are based on estimates of the av-
erage value of bias and not on the maximum values of bias. That is,
the combined ratio estimates of total salmon and total steelhead catch
may contain biases, due to inexact weighting, larger than 0.5 standard
errors.

What is important here is that total catch estimates from all five
procedures are subject to bias from inexact stratum weighting and
that procedures 2 through 5 may produce even further biasing.

It is beyond the scope of this study to delve into the nature of
the interplay between inexact stratum weighting and summing sep-
arate ratio estimates. The study of such interplay is hampered here
because of the use of estimated reported catch by type of angler with
procedure 2 and because of the use of estimated numbers of anglers
eligible to fish month by month with procedure S. Further, such study
is complicated by a factor which, in fact, may account for most of the
difference between the procedure 1 estimate of total catch and any of
the other four estimates of total catch. This factor is the obvious one
that the catch rate ratios R in estimating equations (5.1) through
(5.8) were not estimated from a survey sample of the entire 1961
salmon-steelhead fishing population. They were estimated from sam-
ple data collected only from anglers who purchased license and punch
card simultaneously. That is, if the catch summary data required for
equations (5.1) through (5.8) could be known for the surveyed pop-
ulation, the five estimates of total catch from these equations might
exhibit considerably less spread than do those in Table 22.

The factors considered above concern the accuracy of the esti-
mates in Table 22. Estimates of precision are given in that table only
for catch estimates from procedures 1 and 2. But from five subsam-
ples taken for each of the fishing months January through June,
rough estimates of the precision of the catch rates cgok and cglk subse-
quently of the total catch estimates from procedure 4 were made.
These rough estimates indicated no increase over the precision result-
ing from procedures 1 and 2.

Thus, the choice of the best of the five estimates of 1961 total
catch in Table 22 is a very hypothetical matter. The authors are in-
dined to suggest the choice of the procedure 1 estimates of 1961 total
salmon and steelhead catches.

For estimating total catch in future years, it will again be de-
sirable to use the estimating procedure which yields estimates with
the least expected MSE. But to the complications just presented in
connection with choosing a "best" estimate of 1961 total catch the
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complication of a changing salmon-steelhead fishing population from
year to year must be added. Consider some assumptions which will be
made in employing each of the five procedures to estimate total catch
for some future year x. For estimating total catch by month according

C'ok C'gok

to equation (5.8), it will be necessary to assume that
C'Ikx C'g1k

N'ok
Having made this assumption, the factor will adjust for monthly

N'1k
punch card response rates in year x different from those observed in
1961, and an estimate of total catch may be made by summing the
separate monthly total catch estimates. Of course, if this procedure is
to be employed, it will be necessary to record date of punch card pur-
chase on each punch card, so that the summary data compiled at the
end of the year can include the N'ok and N'lk. For equation (5.7), it

C .k NOwill be necessary to assume that °k = . Then,
C1k

Cg1k N1
will adjust for annual punch card response rates in year x different
from those observed in 1961, and an estimate of total catch may be
made by summing the separate monthly total catch estimates. To em-
ploy summations of separate total catches computed according to
equation (5.5) and (5.3),

G.-

it is necessary to assume respectively that

Cor 1 Cgor
and ' _ Cg°' , the G_' 1 permitting

C1r C it 1; x Cg15 1; / x

response rates by type of angler in year x different from the 1961
rates. If (5.3) is to be employed, angler type (j) will have to be re-
corded on punch cards sold so that the annual summary data can be
broken down to yield N°j and N, j. To make one overall estimate ac-

cording to (5.1), it will be necessary to assume that \ Cl
qi , the
"

(_j_)l accounting for annual response rates in year x different

from the 1961 rates.
Essentially then, the question as to which of the five estimating

procedures to use in making future estimates of total annual catch can
be resolved by ascertaining which of the assumptions just stated will
be most consistently correct in the future. The authors feel that the

q

assumption that C°?
X Oij is the most reasonable assump-

tion among the five stated above, and recommend procedure 2 for



future estimates of total annual catch. But to firmly establish a pref-
erence for one of the five estimating procedures, it will be necessary
to study thoroughly the sensitivity of estimates from each of the five
procedures to changes in stratum sizes, or rather punch card return
rates and reported catch. Then with some indication of how return
rates and reported catch do in fact change from year to year or with
some indication of how they may change in the future, a preference
can be established for one of the five estimating procedures given
above or for some other procedure.

The catch rate ratios estimated in this study for 1961 will prob-
ably be more sensitive to changes in population makeup or changes in
punch card response rates than to changes in, for instance, the re-
ported catch rate for anglers returning punch cards. Thus, it would
seem advisable to begin including in the annual summary more de-
tailed breakdowns of the salmon-steelhead fishing population by type
of angler and possibly by purchase month. Then, large changes in
punch card return rates or in population makeup should be regarded
as harbingers of possible changes in the catch rate ratios given in the
tables of this section. In fact, it would seem advisable to periodically
reevaluate these catch rate ratios to learn how they change with time.

6. SUMMARY
The problem of making accurate annual estimates of total salmon

and steelhead catches in Oregon from punch card catch reports of
an average 30% of the annual salmon-steelhead fishing population
has been examined in this study by investigating the following five
assumptions:

(1) The average catch per angler not returning a punch card
is the same as the average catch per angler returning a card.

(2) For salmon and steelhead rivers in Oregon, the average
catch on a given river per angler not returning a punch card
is the same as the average catch on that river per angler

returning a card.

(3) For each fishing month during the year, the average catch
per angler not returning a punch card is the same as the
average catch per angler returning a card.

(4) Anglers accurately report on their punch cards the month
and river of catch.

(5) Anglers report their total catch.
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Punch cards are purchased by Oregon salmon-steelhead anglers
for reporting to the Oregon State Game Commission at the end of the
year, the dates, rivers, and numbers of salmon and steelhead caught
during the year. But on the average, only about 30% of the annual
salmon-steelhead fishing population return punch cards to the Game
Commission. Consequently, the five assumptions above have been
made annually in estimating total catch and total catch by month,
river, and type of angler through simple expansion of reported catches.

The approach to investigating these assumptions was to derive
for the 1961 salmon-steelhead fishing population estimates of catch
rates for anglers not returning punch cards to the Oregon State Game
Commission and to compare these rates with the catch rates for an-
glers who did return punch cards. The procedure is outlined below.

(1) A sample survey of 13,332 Oregon salmon-steelhead anglers
purchasing fishing licenses and salmon-steelhead punch cards at the
same time was taken during 1961. Salmon-steelhead anglers who pur-
chased punch cards at some time after the license purchase were not
sampled. The primary sampling unit was an angler-month, and each
sampled angler was mailed a post card questionnaire requesting one
month's fishing information as to numbers and dates of fishing trips
and numbers and species (salmon or steelhead) of fish caught. Ques-
tionnaires concerning a particular month's fishing activity were mailed
to sampled anglers soon after the close of that month, and generally
anglers who completed questionnaires from memory were not re-
quired to recall fishing activities from more than one or two months
in the past. Each sampled angler supplied only one month's fishing
information.

(2) Anglers not returning initial postcard questionnaires were
mailed as many as two reminder questionnaires at about 14-day inter-
vals. For the questionnaire months of July through October 1961
(big harvest months for salmon), attempts were made to contact by
telephone those anglers who had not responded to either the initial or
the two reminder questionnaires, and further attempts were made to
contact personally those sampled anglers who could not be reached by
telephone. Over the entire year, approximately 47% of the sampled
anglers responded within about 14 days by returning the initial post-
card questionnaire, and after two reminder questionnaires, an average
response rate of 80% had been achieved. Telephone and personal in-
terviews resulted in from 90 to 94% total response for the months
of July through October, and, for the entire year, the overall response
rate was 86%. That is, out of 15,875 initial questionnaires mailed to
sampled anglers, response was effected from 13,332, or 86%. One
hundred forty-one thousand, six hundred and three anglers purchased
license and punch card at the same time throughout 1961, and the
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13,332 resulted from an average sampling rate each month of about
1.3% of the salmon-steelhead anglers eligible to fish during the month.

(3) The 141,603 anglers who purchased license and punch card
at the same time throughout 1961 were termed the surveyed popula-
tion. This surveyed population was considered to consist of two sur-
veyed subpopulations: anglers who returned punch cards and anglers
who did not return punch cards at the end of the year. By collating
sampled anglers with 1961 punch cards returned to the Game Com-
mission, the 13,332 sample anglers were divided into two groups, each
group constituting a sample from the respective surveyed subpopula-
tion. The monthly catches of anglers in both surveyed subpopulations
were stratified according to type of fishing license (j) held by each
angler and month of license and punch card purchase (i). Fishing
months (k; k > i) formed substrata within each stratum (ij). Esti-
mates of overall annual catch rates were then computed by forming
weighted averages of appropriate strata mean annual catch rates, each
stratum mean annual rate being computed by summing substrata aver-
age monthly catches. Annual catch rates by type of angler (j), were
estimated by weighting and summing only over 10 strata formed by
10 purchase months (i) for a particular angler type. For annual
catch rate estimates by river, substrata averages were broken down
and summed by river, and for catch rate estimates by fishing month
(k), each stratum average annual catch rate was replaced by the sub-
stratum mean for the month of interest. Exact stratum weights were
not known for the surveyed subpopulations, but unbiased estimates
were determined from a knowledge of stratum sizes for the surveyed
population and from punch card response rates by strata for the sur-
vey sample. Variance estimates were derived through replicated sub-
sampling. Tables 24 and 25 summarize the survey estimates of 1961
catch rates.

No variance estimates were made for catch rates by months be-
cause of limited sample sizes, but for the other three groups of catch
rate estimates in Table 24, the difference between the catch rate for
anglers returning punch cards and the catch rate for anglers not re-
turning punch cards is significantly different from zero at the one
percent level in all instances except for steelhead caught in the ocean.
The monthly catch rates in Table 25 indicate that the general tendency
for the catch rate for anglers returning punch cards to be greater
than the catch rate for anglers not returning punch cards does not
hold for every fishing month. It was concluded that the first three
assumptions were not generally valid in 1961 for anglers purchasing
license and punch card at the same time.

No firm conclusions were drawn concerning the fourth and fifth
assumptions that anglers report accurately their total catch because it
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A
Anglers not
returning

punch cards

Overall catch rate

Variance

Catch rate for:

Daily & Five Day
Vacation anglers

Variance

All other anglers

Variance

Catch rate for :

Ocean

Columbia

All other rivers
combined

L

Table 24 SUMMARY OF ANNUAL CATCH RATE ESTIMATES

Salmon Steelhead

A
nglers not
returning

unch cards

B
Anglers
returning

punch cards

A
R =

B

B
Anglers
returning

punch cards

A
R = _

B

1.1251 1.7811 .6317 .7225 .9340 7735

.0022 .0151 .0037 0017 .0112 0206

.6159 .8471 7270 1790 .3096 5781

.0040 .0187 .0338 .0001 .0016 0805

1.3560 1.9524 .6945 .9096 1.0485 8675

.0038 .0205 .0037 .0032 .0156 0246

.7254 1.0537 .6885 .0180 .0158 11370

.0933 .2036 .4584 .0647 .1520 4256

.3063 .5237 6849 6397 .7661 8350

A

p



B
Anglers

returning
punch cards

Table 25. SURVEY ESTIMATES OF CATCH IN MONTH INDICATED PER ANGLER ELIGIBLE TO FISH THAT MONTH

Salmon Catch Rate Steelhead Catch Rate

onth

A
Anglers not
returning

punch cards

B
Anglers
returning

punch cards

AR=-
B

A
Anglers not
returning

punch cards

AR=-
B

January .0155 .0222 .6995 .4870 .4593 1 0605

February .0015 .0000 ........ .2041 .0825 2.4731

March .0713 .0282 2.5265 .2695 0894 3.0149

April .1406 .3146 .4468 0324 .0302 1.0724

May .1112 .1033 1.0773 0177 0068 2.6178

June .0681 .0862 .7904 .0109 .0210 5207

July .3257 .3179 1.0246 .0581 .0577 1 0069

August .5529 .7001 .7393 .0753 .0655 1 1506

September .2254 .3263 .6909 .0814 .0628 1.2976

October .0926 .1413 .6555 .0668 .0495 1.3501

November .0547 .1190 .4599 .0764 .1460 .5232

December .0209 .0455 .4598 .1821 .3159 5766



month's fishing information, could not be considered to be as accurate
as punch card reports. In fact, for anglers returning punch cards,
there is quite a discrepancy between the 1961 annual catch rates of
1.1025 salmon per angler and .4099 steelhead per angler determined
by dividing total punch card reported catches by the number of an-
glers returning punch cards and the 1961 annual catch rates of 1.7811
salmon per angler and .9340 steelhead per angler determined from
questionnaire reports. At first it was suspected that these discrepen-
des might have arisen because the punch card derived catch rates
apply to all anglers returning punch cards, whereas the questionnaire
derived catch rates were computed from a sample of only anglers
purchasing license and punch card simultaneously. However, this is
apparently not the case in that catch rates computed by using punch
card reports of anglers in the survey sample who purchased license
and punch card simultaneously were almost identical to those stated
above for all anglers returning punch cards. The authors felt that the
major portion of the differences between catch rates determined from
punch cards and catch rates determined from survey questionnaires
could be attributed to a tendency for anglers to overreport when com-

was felt that questionnaire reports, even though limited to only one

pleting survey questionnaires from memory. Further, there was no
reason to suspect that anglers not returning punch cards would not be
subject to the same tendency to overreport when completing question-
naires from memory, and no modification was made to the conclusion
that the first three assumptions were not valid in 1961.

For future estimates of total catches, it was proposed that esti-
mating equations of the following form be employed.

H. H".
L1+R\N(, )

N, x

HP`
\ 2

var (H,,)
( N. )

N,
var (R) (6.1)

where, for some future year x,

Hx is the total catch estimate for year x,

Hpc,T is catch reported by punch card for year x,

No is the number of salmon-steelhead anglers not re-
turning punch cards,

N, is the number of salmon-steelhead anglers return-
ing punch cards,

R is the catch per angler not returning a punch card
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divided by the catch per angler returning a punch

card as computed in this survey.

var (He,) is an estimate of the variance of HT

var (R) is the estimate of the variance of R as determined
from the survey.

Differences which might occur between the estimate H,, from the
equation above and true total catch will be due to inaccuracies in HPCX

and/or R since No,, and N1, will be known. This survey cannot con-
clusively establish the accuracy of HPc,x, and with respect to that com-
ponent of estimated total catch attributable to anglers returning punch
cards, an estimate from the equation above will be as biased by any
inaccuracies in HPCX as an estimate obtained by simple expansion.
However, the bias which may arise from inaccuracies in HP'., is ex-
pected to be much smaller in future years than the bias which can
result by generally assuming identical catch rates for anglers return-
ing and anglers not returning punch cards. The second term in brack-
ets in equation (6.1) is intended to account for the difference in catch
rates to reduce this potentially large bias. The specific estimating equa-
tions and catch rate ratios for estimating total catch by type of angler,
by river, and by month are given in the tables in section 5.

It was recommended that future estimates of total annual catch
be made by summing separate total catch estimates made by type of
angler. This procedure was selected over three alternates -which yield
estimates of total annual catch (1) by summing separate estimates
made by river, (2) by summing separate estimates made by month,
and (3) by computing one overall estimate according to equation
(6.1). However, the preference for summing over types of angler is
not a strong one. It was desired to choose that procedure which yields
consistently the most nearly correct estimate of total annual catch.
But this choice centers around the accuracy of estimates from the
four procedures in the face of a changing population since all four
procedures yield estimates with about the same precision. No detailed
study was made of the accuracy of each procedure under changes in
population makeup, so that a firm preference for one of the proce-
dures must await further study. Presently, any one of the four proce-
dures should yield estimates more nearly correct than those obtained
by simple expansion of reported catches.

Because of the sensitivity of catch rate ratios to changes in pop-
ulation makeup and punch card return rates, it was suggested that the
catch summary issued annually by the Oregon State Game Commis-
sion be expanded to include more detailed breakdowns of the salmon-
steethead fishing population by type of angler and by purchase month.



APPENDIX A

Table A-1. 1961 SALMON AND STEELHEAD CATCH SUMMARY*

Salmon Steelhead Total

No. anglers receiving
punch cards 201,016

Percent cards returned 28 181
Est. no anglers not

fishing 63,628
Est. no anglers

fishing, no catch 47,193
Est. no. anglers

catching both salmon
and steelhead 12,218

Est. no. anglers
catching fish 74,301 28,105 90,188

Est. no. fish caught 221,620 - 3,055 82,396 ± 2,151 304,017 ± 3,920
Est no. fish per

angler 1.1025 {- 0152 .4099 ± .0107 1.5124 ± .0195
Est. no. fish per

angler catching 2.98 2.93

All estimates were made by simple expansion. Catches and catch rates are given as
estimate ± standard error

Table A-2. 1961 PUNCH CARD TALLIES

Number adult cards issued -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 186,352
Number of juvenile cards issued ------------------------------------------------------------------ 14,664

Total number cards issued ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 201,016

From returned punch cards:
Number who fished but did not catch 13,298
Number who did not fish ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 17,929
Number who fished and did catch ------------------------------------------------------------- 25,415

Total number cards returned ------------------------------------------------------------------ 56,642
Number not returning cards ---------------------------------------..---------------------------------- 144,374
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Table A-3. 1961 SALMON CATCH FREQUENCY FROM PUNCH CARDS
RETURNED

No. of fish Anglers Total fish No. of fish Anglers Total fish

1 6,771 6,771 14 60 840
2 6,188 12,376 15 41 615
3 2,326 6,978 16 44 704
4 1,952 7,808 17 20 340
5 1,000 5,000 18 20 360
6 782 4,692 19 10 190

7 481 3,367 20 17 340
8 343 2,744 21 3 63
9 293 2,637 22 22

10 21/2,/10 23 23
11 159 1,749 25 25
12 125 1,500 30 30
13 87 1,131 33 33

Totals Anglers ............................20,938 Fish ................ .___62,44.8

Table A-4. 1961 STEELHEAD CATCH FREQUENCY FROM PUNCH
CARDS RETURNED

No. of fish Anglers Total fish No of fish Anglers Total fish

1 3,326 3,326 18 10 180
2 1,692 3,384 19 10 190
3 884 2,652 20 5 100
4 604 2,416 21 3 63
5 364 1,820 22 4 88
6 269 1,614 23 1 23
7 194 1,358 24 1 24
8 157 1,256 25 2 50
9 95 855 26 1 26

10 93 930 27 1 27
11 47 517 28 3 84
12 44 528 29 29
13 32 416 30 30
14 29 406 32 32
15 18 270 38 38
16 18 288 39 78
17 7 119

Totals Anglers ............................7,920 Fish ------------------- 23,217
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Table A-5 1961 TOTAL FISH CATCH FREQUENCY FROM PUNCH
CARDS RETURNED

No. of fish Anglers Total fish No. of fish Anglers Total fish

1 7,816 7,816 20 36 720
2 6,790 13,580 21 21 441
3 2,871 8,613 22 15 330
4 2,407 9,628 23 13 299
5 1,366 6,830 24 8 192

6 1,006 6,036 25 7 175
7 720 5,040 26 9 234
8 554 4,432 27 3 81
9 395 3,555 28 2 56

10 350 3,500 29 2 58
11 242 2,662 30 7 60
12 214 2,568 31 1 31

13 144 1,872 32 2 64
14 118 1,652 33 33
15 82 1,230 34 34
16 80 1,280 35 35
17 56 952 38 38
18 44 792 39 3 117
19 31 589 40 1 40

Totals Anglers ..........................25,415 Fish -------------------- 85,665

Table A-6. 1961 SALMON AND STEELHEAD CATCH BY MONTH

Salmon Steelhead

Month
Reported

catch
Estimated*

catch
Reported

catch
Estimated*

catch

January 252 894 2,984 10,589
February 140 497 1,633 5,795
March 755 2,679 1,413 5,014
April 5,153 18,285 706 2,505
May 2,038 7,232 224 795
June 2,929 10,394 186 660
July 12,320 43,717 1,314 4,663
August 21,746 77,165 1,503 5,333
September 9,086 32,242 1,918 6,806
October 4,219 14,971 1,584 5,621
November 2,590 9,191 2,085 7,399
December 1,220 4,329 7,667 27,206

Totals 62,448 221,596 23,217 82,386

* Estimates were obtained by dividing reported catch by 28181, the 1961 punch card
return rate.



receiving cards
cent cards returned

anglers not fishing
anglers fishing,
no-catch
anglers catching
loth species
anglers catching
Salmon
Stcelhcad
Salmon or atcclliead
fish caught:"'
Salmon

Steelhcad

1957 1958 J.959 1960 19$i1

Table A-7. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES MADE FROM PUNCH CARDS, 1954-1961

1954 1955 1956

No. 170,849 165,422 166,386 135,230 215,410 285,700 172,322 201,016
Per 31 02 27.51 3448 51.41 32.08 23.46 30.75 28.178
No. 78,126 83,737 70,240 61,593 104,172 120,794 59,235 63,628
No.

40,242 37,915 31,903 23,475 43,236 62,254 45,528 47,193
No.

7,780 11,756 8,563 11,221 14,285 9,239 12,219
No.

36,493 30,520 49,160 39,893 49,781 78,969 51,977 74,301
25,103 21,009 26,839 18,832 29,425 37,726 24,836 28,105

43,754 64,243 50,162 67,983 102,664 67,639 90,195
No.

98,896 81,761 155,757 130,285 127,975 221,360 145,758 221,620
±1927 ±1945 ±2346 !-2367 ±2133 ±3486 ±2332 ±3055

74,555 59,700 83,844 57,762 90,709 121,233 79,841 82,396
±1855 ±1779 ±1913 ±1108 ±2197 ±3114 ±2085 ±2151

Total 173,451 140,748 239,601 188,047 218,684 342,554 225,652 304,017
±2674 ±2812 ±3228 ±2015 ±3317 ±4934 ±3309 ±3920

No. fish/angler*
Salmon 575 .492 .936 .9634 5941 .7748 .8461 1.1025

±.011 ±.0117 ±.0141 ±.0114 ±.0099 ±.0122 ±.0140 ±.0152
Steelhead .422 .359 .504 .4271 .4211 .4243 .4631 .4099

±.011 ±.0107 ±.0115 ±.0082 ±.0102 ±.0109 ±.0126 ±.0107
Total .997 .851 1.440 1.3906 1.0152 1.199 1.309 1.5124

±.0156 ±.0170 ±.0194 ±.0194 ±.0154 ±.0173 ±.0190 ±.0195
No. fish/angler

catching fish
Salmon 2 71 2 66 3.17 3.27 2 57 2 80 2 80 2 98
Steelhead 2 77 2 83 3.12 3.07 3 08 3 21 3 22 2 93
Total 3 28 3 22 3.73 3 75 3 22 3 34 3 33 3 37

Estimate ± standard error



APPENDIX B

Estimation of Total Catch for 1961 Salmon-Steelhead
Fishing Population According to Equations (5.1) through (5.8)

Total annual catch-equations (5.1) and (5.2)
From Tables A-2 to A-4 of Appendix A :

N0.1961 = 144,374 HPc,96, = 62,448 salmon

N1,1961 = 56,642 HPC1961 = 23,217 steelhead

N°
2 548886.=

N1,1961

Using the catch ratios R and variance estimates from Table 10 on
page 38 according to equations (5.1) and (5.2),

Salmon H1961 = 62,448 [1 +.631695 (2.548886) ]

=162,997

s2 = .003665 [62,448 (2.548886)1'

= 92,869,328

s = 9637 cv = 5.9%

Steelhead H1961 = 23,217 [ 1 + .773506 (2.548886) ]

= 68,991

s2 = .020548 [23,217 (2.548886) ] 2

= 71,956,829

s = 8,483 cv = 12.3%

For 90% confidence intervals, t05,9 is 1.833. Thus,

Salmon H1961 = 162,997 ± 17,667

Steelhead H1961= 68,991 ± 15,551

Total annual catch by type of angler-equations (5.3) and (5.4)
The entire 1961 punch card reported catch is not known by type

of angler, but for two classifications of anglers, estimates of entire
reported catch are derived below. These estimates are made by assum-
ing a catch distribution by type of angler over the entire 1961 sub-
population of anglers returning punch cards the same as the distribu-
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tion over the sampled portion of the subpopulation (anglers purchas-
ing license and punch card simultaneously).

Table B-1. ESTIMATION OF REPORTED CATCH BY TYPE OF ANGLER

cp`, Est. no. of
anglers in

surveyed

sub-

population

returning
unch cards

Est of
reported

catch for

surveyed

sub-

population

from T. 20
p

from T. 9 (Col. (2)) (Col. (3))

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Salmon
07 & 46 .99452 6,963 6,925 = 15 440%
All others 1.01966 37,195 37,926 = 84.560%
Totals 44,158 44,851 = 100.000%

Steelhead
07 & 46 .16532 6,963 1,151 = 6.473%
All others 44689 37,195 16,622 = 93.527%

Totals 44,158 17,773 = 100 000%

Est. of
reported
catch for

entire
sub-

population
(Col. (4))

HPC 1961

(6)

9,642
52,806

62,448

1,503
21,714

23,217

Table B-2 below summarizes, from Table 9 of section 5, strata
sizes for the surveyed subpopulation.

Table B-2. STRATA SIZES FOR SURVEYED SUBPOPULATION

Type of angler
Not returning
punch cards

Returning
punch cards

07 & 46 30,506 6,963
All others 66,939 37,195

Totals 97,445 44,158

Totals

37,469
104,134

141,603

Assuming that the percent punch card response is the same for
all anglers of a given type whether or not license and punch card are
purchased coincidentally, the numbers in Table B-2 are used with
equations (5.3) and (5.4) to yield the following estimates..
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For salmon.

07 and 46 H1961 = 9,642 1 +.72701
30,5061
6,963 J

40,353

s2 =.03384 \ 9,642
30,506 12
6,963

64,955,587

s=8,060 cv=20%

All other H1961 = 52,806 ( 1 +.69452 66,939
37,195

= 118,809

s2 =.0036680 52,806
66,939

2

( 37,195

= 33,127,218

s = 5,756 cv = 4.84%

Total catch = 159,162

s2 = 98,082,805

s = 9,904 cv = 6.22%

For steelhead

07 and 46 H1961 = 1,503 1 + .57812 30,506
( 6,963

= 5,310

30,50612S2 =.08049 `1,503
6,963 J

= 3,490,100

s= 1,868 cv=38.7%
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All others H1961= 21,714 1+.8675166,939

37,195

= 55,615

s2 = .024653 21,714 66,939 2

37,195

= 37,647,835

s=6,136 cv=11%

Total catch = 60,925

s2 = 41,137,935,

s=6,414 cv=10.5%

Total annual catch by river-equations (5.5) and (5.6)
Using the catch rate ratios R, and variances from Table 12, with

the HP9 from the OSGC 1961 punch card catch summary (August
1962).

For salmon

Ocean H1961 = 23,865 [ 1 -.- .688456 (2.548886) ]

= 65,743

s2 = 0020033 [23,865 (2.548886) 1'

= 7,412,600

Columbia H1961 = 9,318 [ 1 + .459398 (2.548886) ]

= 20,205

s2 =.00851395 [9,318 (2.548886) ] 2

= 4,802,610

All other rivers H1961 = (62,448 - 23,865 - 9,318) [1 +
.584891 (2.548886) ]

= 72,894

Total catch = 158,842
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For steelhead

Ocean H1961 = 60 [ 1 + 1.137201 (2.548886) ]

= 234

s2 =.1713 [60 (2.548886) ] 2

= 4,006

Columbia H1961 = 3,486 [1 + 425603 (2.548886) ]

= 7,268

s2 = .20295 [3486 (2.548886) ] 2

16,023,031

All other rivers H1961 = (23,217 - 60 - 3486) [ 1 +
.835000 (2.548886) ]

= 61,537

Total catch = 69,039

Table B-3 contains estimates of total catch on the 13 rivers for
which catch rate ratios Rr are listed in Table 14 of section 5. The esti-
mates were computed according to equation (5.5) from reported
catches as given in the Oregon State Game Commission 1961 punch
card catch summary (August 1962).

Sample calculation :

Alsea River salmon catch

HPcr.1961

RA1sea

=1,558 (OSGC summary)

= 1.4068 Table 14

N° -2.5,48886
,'1,1961

Alsea H1961 = 1,558 [1 + 1.4068 (2.D-48886)]

= 7,145
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Table B-3. ESTIMATES OF 1961 TOTAL CATCH BY RIVER-
EQUATION (5.5)

OSGC
Punch card

reported
Estimated

Total
river code River catch (1961) catch (1961)

01 Alsea

Salmon

1,558

Steelhead

1,008

Salmon

7,145

Steelhead

4,042
10 Columbia 9,318 3,486 20,205 7,268
11 Coos 2,065 217 3,198 3,247
13 Deschutes 388 1,094 545 13,291

35 Nehalem 1,647 1,075 3,668 4,333
37 Nestucca 1,076 1,246 2,871 6,633
38 Ocean 23,865 60 65,746 234
43 Rogue 3,037 2,779 41,702 24,711
49 Siletz 1,033 860 1,323 1,514
51 Siuslaw 1,632 465 4,721 1,049
62 Umpqua 3,473 1,170 23,692 3,378
67 Willamette 2,853 321 12,437 5,038
68 Wilson 380 983 913 2,907

Totals 188,166 77,645

Total catch by month-equation (5.7)
Estimates in Table B-4 have been computed using the catch sum-

mary data of Table A-6, Appendix A, and the catch rate ratios of
Table 15, section 5, according to equation (5.7).

Total catch by month-equation (5.8)

To estimate total monthly catch according to equation (5.8), the
number of anglers eligible to fish during each month (k) of a given
year must be known for the two subpopulations. To determine these
numbers, N'ok and N'lk, account must be taken of the fact that One-
Day (07) and Five-Day Vacation (46) anglers may fish only during
one month of the year. Thus, it is necessary to know for each month
of a given year the total number of punch cards issued and the number
of punch cards returned for two major groups of anglers, the 07 and
46 group of anglers and the group consisting of all other anglers. N'ok
and N'lk cannot be determined exactly for 1961 since Oregon salmon-
steelhead punch cards do not carry indications of purchase month or
type of angler purchasing each card. However, in Table 9, estimates of
N',7, and N'lk are given for the surveyed subpopulations for January
through September determined from the estimated subpopulation
strata sizes in that table. The two tables below provide for estimates
of N'Ok and N'lk for the remaining months of October, November, and
December derived from computing estimates of the two surveyed sub-
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Table B-4. ESTIMATES OF 1961 TOTAL MONTHLY CATCH-
EQUATION (5.7)

Month Steelhead

Jan 252 +B ( .4278 = 527 2,984 [1 + B ( .6130) ] = 7,647
Feb. 140 + B ( .8 = 425 1,633 [1 + B (1.4606) 1 = 7,712

Mar. 755 + B (1.6596 = 3,949 1,413 [1 + B (2.0504) ] = 8,798
Apr. 5,153 + B ( .3225 = 9,389 706 [1 + B ( .7353) ] = 2,029

May 2,038 + B ( .8014 = 6,201 224 [1 + B (1.8517) ] = 1,281

June 2,929 + B ( .6070 = 7,461 186 [1 + B ( .3816) ] = 367

July 12,320 + B ( .8556 = 39,187 1,314 [1 + B ( .7981) ] = 3,987
Aug. 21,746 + B ( .6959 = 60,317 1,503 [1 + B ( .9716) ] = 5,225

Sept. 9,086 + B ( .5969 = 22,910 1,918 11 + B (1.0744) ] = 7,171

Oct. 4,219 + B ( 5620 = 10,263 1,584 [1 + B (1.1014) ] = 6,031

Nov. 2,590 + B ( .3944 = 5,193 2,086 [1 + B ( .4270) ] = 4,354

Dec. 1,220 + B ( .3944 = 2,446 7,667 [1 + B ( .4702) ] = 16,856

62,448 168,268 23,217 71,458

B = 2.548886

* Survey sample provided no estimate of R. for February. The value 0.8 has been
assumed.

populations for these months. That is, the strata for purchase months
October, November, and December are not now considered to be col-
lapsed into one stratum as in Tables 8 and 9, but punch card response
rates are assigned where necessary to permit maintaining separate
strata.

The N'ok and N'lk from Tables 9 and B-6, the catch rate ratios of
Table 16, and the catch summary data of Table A-6 were used ac-
cording to equation (5.8) to compute the 1961 monthly total catch es-
timates shown in Table B-7 below. It has been assumed that the ratios
N'ok and N'1k are the same for both the surveyed population and the
entire population.

Table B-5. EXTENSION OF TABLE 8

Purchase
Type of angler
(OSGC code)

month 05 06 12-39 07 & 46

Oct. n, 10 34 4 3 1 17

no 26 115 10 2 2 101

p% 27.8 22.8 286 600 333 144
n. 0 10 3 0 0 7

no 2 19 3 0 1 24

p% 36 1* 34.5 500 28 4* 68.9* 226
n, 0 0 1 0 0 1

no 0 1 0 0 0 0

p% 36.1* 30.0* 24.5* 28.4* 68.9* 18.6*

Assigned response rate (same as overall response rate in Table 9).
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Table B-6. EXTENSION OF TABLE 9

Type of angler No. eli-
Purchase (OSGC code) gible to
month 01 04 05 06 12-39 07 & 46 Total fish

Oct. R 22 173 15 52 2 319 584 37,208
NR 57 586 37 34 4 1,899 2,617 68,061

Nov. R 1 102 18 3 1 171 296 37,185
NR 3 194 19 6 1 586 809 66,971

Dec. R 105 113 8 2 18 201 447 37,461
NR 187 264 26 4 8 878 1,367 67,752

Table B-7. ESTIMATES OF 1961 TOTAL MONTHLY CATCH-
EQUATION (5.8)

Month Salmon Steelhead

Jan. 252 [1 + .6995 1677)] = 458 2,984 [1 + 1.0605 (1.1677) ] = 6,679
Feb. 140 [1 + 1.0* .2121)] = 310 1,633 [1 + 2.4731 (1.2121)] = 6,528
Mar. 755 [1 + 2.5265 .3289) ] = 3,290 1,413 [1 + 3.0149 (1.3289)] = 7,074
Apr. 5,153 [1 + .4468 1.5164) ] = 8,644 706 [1 + 1.0724 (1.5164) ] = 1,854
May 2,038 [1 + 1.0773 1.5845) ] = 5,517 224 [1 + 2.6178 (1.5845) ] = 1,153
June 2,929 [1 + .7904 1.6456) ] = 6,739 186 [1 + .5207 (1.6456) ] = 345
July 12,320 [1 + 1.0246 .8103) ] = 35,178 1,314 [1 + 1.0069 (1.8108) ] = 3,710
Aug. 21,746 [1 + .7898 .9263) ] = 54,830 1,503 [1 + 1.1506 (1.9263) ] = 4,834
Sept. 9,086 [1 + .6909 .8746) ] = 20,854 1,918 [1 + 1.2976 (1.8746) ] = 6,583
Oct. 4,219 [1 + .6555 .8292) ] = 9,278 1,584 [1 + 1.3501 (1.8292) ] = 5,496
Nov. 2,590 [1 + .4599 .8010) ] = 4,735 2,085 [1 + .5232 (1.8010) ] = 4,050
Dec. 1,220 [1 + .4598 .8086) ] = 2,235 7,667 [1 + .5766 (1.8086)] = 15,662

152,068 63,968

* Survey sample provided no estimate of R. for February. The value 1.0 has been
assumed.
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